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Paul Clegg

Welcome to the March edition of Model Flying World, the
ﬁnal edition for the 2020/21 ﬁnancial year. It’s good to see
an increase in activity at the clubs around the country.
The good weather is ﬁnally giving us an opportunity to get
out and have fun at our hobby.
A reminder that MFNZ membership fees are due by 1
April. I’ve already had my ﬁrst tranche of membership
fees from the Wellington club and look forward to hearing
from the rest of the clubs in due course.

Magazine Media
From the feedback I’m getting there are a number of
people who have really enjoyed the online format and ﬁnd
it very advantageous. There are other folks who far prefer
the old paper copy. What we are trying to achieve is a
balance where we can minimise the paper production and
realise some cost beneﬁts for the organisation but still
deliver the magazine to all the membership.
From some of your feedback, we’re going to try printing
the text with a slightly larger font this time. Interested to
hear any thoughts and feedback on this.
We will be running a survey hopefully in the next six
weeks to try and get some feedback from you all as to how
we continue with progress with the magazine. The more
of you that participate in the survey the better idea we’ll
have of what the eventual form of the solution to the
magazine will be. We need to try and meet the needs of
as many of you as practical, in a cost-eﬀective way.
A reminder, if you’re desperate to get your hands on the
paper version again please email me at
secretary@modelfyingnz.org and I’ll put you on the list to
receive the paper version.

Flying Field Safety
There’ve been a couple of incidents in the last few years
that require comment. These incidents have been the top
two insurance claims as far as the value of reparations is
concerned. In both of these cases, the environment
around the ﬂying ﬁeld had changed and there had been
no reassessment of the ﬂying ﬁeld layout to mitigate the
risk caused by the changing environment.

supported with a “Risk Template” to assist you in a
process to make the relevant decisions.
Another important safety reminder I’d like to talk about is
ﬁre safety and having ﬁreﬁghting equipment on the
ﬂightline, as the drier weather increases the risk of grass
ﬁres. If things go horribly wrong and grass catches ﬁre the
last thing we need to be doing is running around
wondering where the ﬁreﬁghting equipment is located (or
even if the club has any). Now is a good time to ensure
that all the ﬁreﬁghting gear available at the ﬂying ﬁeld is
up-to-date and all pilots are aware of where it’s stored. It’s
also good practice to start bringing ﬁreﬁghting equipment
out to the ﬂightline to make sure it’s ready and accessible
in case of an incident. This reminder is prompted by an
incident in Australia where a farm property was burnt
down. The farm has blamed the local model aircraft club
bordering the property and litigation has been pursued
against the pilot, the club and MAAA. Not a very pleasant
situation for all parties!

New Treasurer
Brad Pearpoint has put his hand up to ﬁll the Treasurer’s
role in the MFNZ committee. Brad brings with him years
of knowledge gained by running his own very successful
IT company and a huge enthusiasm for model aircraft
ﬂying.

New card layout
I’m about to implement a change in the format of the
MFNZ membership cards. This will save money and also
make the details easier to read.
Previously we have used a diﬀerent coloured card for
each ﬁnancial year. This has been a little problematic as it
is diﬃcult to gauge how many cards are used in a year and
nigh on impossible to obtain more cards if you run out
partway through the year. This has seen us overpurchase cards every year and throw out a number at the
end of the ﬁnancial year.
The council has agreed to instead purchase cards with
some details preprinted, and we will then add your details
and the expiry date. The new cards will be printed in
colour using the artwork displayed below.

It’s a timely reminder that it is the responsibility of the
clubs to undertake a risk assessment of the ﬂying
locations at least every two years or when a new risk or
change to an existing risk occurs.
There’s plenty of documentation available on the MFNZ
website to assist you all in this process. It’s all available
under the Clubs tile on the website. The most relevant
documents are the “Club Safety Plan”. There is also a
documented “Risk Assessment Procedure” and this is
March 2021
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All your details including wings qualiﬁcations will be
printed over the washed out MFNZ logo (on the right
above). Doing this also gives us lot more room to print the
data on the card (name, club, qualiﬁcations etc) as a
number of ﬁxed items have now been moved onto the
“back” of the card. The cards cost a little bit more but there
are savings overall, as there will be no wastage at the end
of each year. The increased room on the card will also
allow me to print a larger and bold expiry date for each
year’s card.

Zoom MFNZ AGM
The MFNZ Council has made the decision to run the 2021
AGM as an online Zoom meeting. The committee has
been using Zoom to hold the MFNZ committee meetings
for a few years now. This is been very successful and has
provided multiple beneﬁts for the organisation. These
include:
• Saving the organisation thousands of dollars of
airfares every year
• Greater meeting frequency giving better control of
the organisation
• Better participation as it’s less impact on
everyone’s life to take an hour out for a meeting
rather than spending a day travelling for a meeting
that lasts a couple of hours.

All these arguments add up to a sensible continuation of
this progress by using the Zoom technology to run the
AGM. We are really hoping that it will allow far greater
opportunity of you guys to attend and vote at the AGM. In
summation, more ﬂying - less administration!
Given it’s a whole new way for us to run an AGM we’ll
probably run a “Trial AGM” in the weeks before the AGM
to test out the format and the technology. I’ll be publishing
a “cheat sheet” to give you a basic idea of how the
meeting will be run. I’ll also talk about the technology and
what’s required to get involved in a zoom meeting, if
you’ve never done one before.
If you’re interested, have a look at the Zoom website
https://zoom.us/. Zoom will run on just about any
communication device from a smart phone to a tablet, to
laptops and PCs. You don’t necessarily need a video link
and can just listen to the meetings.
Safe Flying and enjoy the good weather!

A number of the SIG committees are also holding their
meetings using Zoom and this is also proved to be very
successful.

Here’s a list that celebrates folks that have put in the hard yards and attained the necessary skill and
knowledge to successfully complete a MFNZ Wings Qualiﬁcation since the December 2020 Model Flying
World magazine.
Name

Club

Description

Bryce England
Chris Miller
Mike Kindon
Greg Clarkson
Isaac Allen
Hayden Inch
Josha Oushana
Hamish Foley
Dominic Clarke
Allen James

Hamilton Model Aero Club Inc
Highbrook Aero Modellers Inc
Waimak Radio Flyers
Waimate Model Aero Club
Tauranga M A C (Inc)
Kaiapoi M A C (Inc)
Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc
Hibiscus Coast Radio Fliers
Tauranga M A C (Inc)
North Shore M A C

Basic Power
Advanced Power
Basic Power
Large Model
Large Model
Basic Power
Basic Power
Basic Power
Large Model
Multi Rotor
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Presentation of the

Macdonald

MEMORIAL AWARD
Background:
.This award is the most prestige’s
that is given by MFNZ to members
who have shown outstanding
service to MFNZ and its members.
In 1953 the M F N Z(N Z M A A)
Council convened a Committee to
come up with a suitable Trophy
which would recognise those
members who had given
“outstanding contribution to New
Zealand Model Aeronautics made in
any sphere during each calendar
year”
The award was to take the form of a magniﬁcent trophy valued at
ﬁfty pounds with a permanent (and most unusual) miniature for the
winner
The ﬁrst presentation of the award was to Les Wright for his
contribution to the pioneering of early Radio Control systems in
New Zealand.

Bill McGarvey

So far 36 members have been recognised by the Trustees to
receive the Award.

Photo: Stan Mauger

Bill McGarvey was the recipient of the award for 2020
The award was to be presented at the Nationals. As Bill did not attend the Nationals his Club the Auckland Model Aero
Club welcomed the chance of hosting the event for one of its members.
Rob Macdonald the newly appointed Chairman of the Trust, did the honours listing the various achievements that Bill
had.
In summary they were
New Zealand Representation
Service to Members
Special Achievements
Technical Achievement.
Fostering Model Aviation
Service to his Club.

as MFNZ representative on the CIAM Free Flight Sub Committee.
Service on the Free Flight Special Interest Group.
Documented the service of Martin Dilly as the longest serving CIAM for MFNZ
Designing and improving models and making this information readily available
to members.
Written articles and run workshops.
Bill has served as Auckland Model Aero Club President, Secretary and Bulletin
Editor.

As the Trophy is passed on each year Bill was presented with a plaque to commemorate the occasion.
Do you know of a someone who should be recognised for his/her outstanding contribution to New Zealand Model
Aeronautics? Complete the nomination form and send it to the Secretary of the Trust email mmtrust1@outlook.com
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MFNZ Nationals 2022 needs

YOU!!!

Len has stepped out the driver’s seat for
the 2022 Nationals and the team of
Kevin Botherway and Frazer Briggs will
co-CD the event to be held in Carterton.

But they need help to do this.
They’re looking for volunteers to assist
them in both administration and
servicing of the ﬂying ﬁelds. If you can
help, even if it’s for only a few hours,
drop an line to the MFNZ Secretary.
secretary@modelﬂyingnz.org

AGM
Saturday 3rd July 2021 at 1pm
The AGM will be held as an online Zoom meeting
Nominations for MFNZ Council positions and any
Member’s Motion need to be lodged with the Secretary by
Saturday 8th May 2021. A “Nomination for Council” form
can be downloaded from the MFNZ website. The form is
located under the Council tile.
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National’s Managers Report
Len Drabble
I had a desire to recreate the
atmosphere of old at the
nationals with a bigger push
towards a fun social and
family environment where
you go and get the chance to compete against your mates
and or arch enemies. In my mind the nationals are about
you the people who bother to attend. There are people
who have been to every Nationals we have ever had and
more new people turning up every year.
This year we have broken the record for
entries to a Carterton hosted nationals
we have over 155 registered ﬂyers
which is bigger than last year’s record
of 138 for Carterton. This means we are
achieving growth for our premier event.
We have had large nos. of entries for Heli,
Aggy, and Kit Scale and Soaring and
Vintage. Total events entered 732. At the
opening Barbecue we served 135 people
verses 75 last year. The introduction of a
mobile Texas style smoke house barbecue on
site to cook and serve the Smoked Brisket,
Pulled Pork and Burnt ends for the Wednesday
night social evening was again well supported
with 97 people served delicious smoke meat hot from the
smoker and roast veges with peas and gravy. This was
followed by ice-cream magnums on a stick for dessert.
I am also pleased to report a record no. of tickets sold for
the Prize giving Barbecue at 75 which is a far cry from the
25 we had at Matamata 3 years ago.
The break down of events entered by SIG is as follows
Pattern 26 , Control line 78 , FF 154 , Heli 10 , Imac 19 ,
Pylon 25 , RC Scale 26, Roto cross 13 , FF and Cl scale
38 , Soaring 128 ,Vintage 218
We have had the most awesome weather with 99% of
events completed.
The 74th Nationals will be held at Carterton from Sunday
the 2nd to Friday the 7th 2022.
As out going President of MFNZ and Nationals manager I
have made the decision that the Nationals will be based
back in Carterton for the foreseeable future at the same
time frame of Starting on a Sunday with registration and
ﬁnishing on a Friday with prize giving for the following
reasons.
1. Certainty for all wishing to attend and make bookings
for various venues or accommodation well in advance.
2. Being able to manage annual leave and family holiday
commitments early.
3. No issues with ﬂying sites
4. Carterton Show grounds camping, indoor ﬂying central
hub for ﬂying sites all within 5 min drive of HQ.
March 2021

5. The ability to create a
social atmosphere.
6. Plenty of access to 2 major
towns all within 5 min
drive.
7. Plenty of local attractions
for site seeing excursions.
8. Support from the local
farming community
9. Middle of the country.
10. Reasonably settled weather at the time of
the year
11. Swimming at the local Whine river or the local outdoor
pool again 5 min drive.
12. Beer and wine establishments within easy reach.
I could go on forever but I think by now you would get the
point and if you don’t HARD LUCK.
The Nationals are only made possible by a team of people
who selﬂessly give up their time to help. I would like to
thank them on behalf of Model Flying New Zealand and if
you get to meet them in person be sure to thank them.
They are as follows.
Frazer Briggs (Bogan) Beer Drinking and Program
coordinator, Trophies, Badges and Stickers
Kevin Botherway (Rowdy) Beer Drinking & Prize Giving
Joe Wurts Beer Drinking and Mowing
Steve, Josh and Daniel Warner Beer Drinking, Icecream consumers ,Oﬃce admin and Accounting
Phil Eldridge IT manager, results, registration, certiﬁcate
printing and part time Control Liner
My Sincere thanks to the following Wives, Girl Friends,
and Partners who with out who’s help the social dinner
and barbecues would not have happened.
Hellen Howser
Hellen Grey
Jane Hiscock
Glennis Griﬃn
Katrina Briggs
Ingrid Stiver
And last but not least my long-suﬀering wife Lesleigh
So start planning for the next Nats now don’t wait until the
last minute. If you havnt been before come and see for
your self IT IS AWESOME.!!!
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Scale Report
Gwyn Avenell
Held this year at Carterton,
the weather gods again
played the game (although
the wind was strong.) We had
a very good entry in all the
three classes. With the 2 half
days available, we managed to run through the event with
just enough time. Thanks go out to the helpers, judges
and scorers who give up their time for this event.
Les King will do anything for a smooth take oﬀ!

Novice Scale:
There were 6 entries in this class with a variety of models.
Encouragingly, there were 3 juniors competing. Dominic
Clarke prevailed by winning all three rounds. His ﬂying is
very polished for such a young man and will go far in the
sport. Running a close second was Max Briggs, with a lot
of encouragement from his father. Murray Irvine came
into third place with an electriﬁed Airsail Chipmunk, still a
sound design after all these years.
Intermediate Scale:
This is by far the most supported class in scale, with the
emphasis on ﬂying and some bonus points for some
documentation of the model.
This year, Andrew Palmer was the overall winner of the
class with his immaculate Topﬂite P-47 and his obvious
ﬂying skills . Second went to Arjen Visser with his new
Wilga – this model has a 3 cylinder Saito 90 radial in it
which appears to be a good match. Third went to Tarquin
Brookes, also ﬂying a Wilga. There was very little to
choose from between these 2 models, both were ﬂown
very well. Some of the other models competing deserve a
mention, Stewart Irvine’s Westland Whirlwind and Gary
Wilsons Transavia Airtruk. Unfortunately the event was
marred by the mid air between Gary Wilson’s superb
Airtruk and Anton Nikoloﬀ’s Moth Minor.

Gary Wilson's marvellous Transavia Airtruk.

Steve Cole making a straﬃng pass with his Fokker DV11
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F4H Scale:
They were six entries in this class with a close battle with
Gwyn Avenell and his 1/5th scale Tigermoth winning.
Second , third and fourth were separated by less than 10
points. Mike Briggs took second, Steven Cole third and
John Sutherland taking fourth after an engine issue

before his ﬁnal round costing him a chance of placing
higher. This event takes a bit of running as there is a full
static judging component to it , so I am grateful for Ricky
Bould and Neil Schrader doing the Static judging.

John Sutherland having a serious look before taking oﬀ
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Pylon Report
Noeline Craighead
Another Nationals done-&dusted and what a great
event it was, ﬂown as a
combined Nationals, Postal
Trans-Tasman and F3D/F3E World Champs team trial.
The weather was perfect, the entry numbers were good
and the eﬀorts of many helpers allowed for some
enjoyable and fun racing in all classes.
Three rounds of F3R, F3T & F3D were ﬂown on Sunday 3
January for the Postal T/T and ﬁve rounds of all classes ~
Q500 Sport, F3R, F3T & F3D were ﬂown on Monday 4
January for the Nationals and World Champs team trial
results, with only a brief interruption of a shower.
For some pilots, it was their ﬁrst Nationals experience, for
others there were PB’s (personal best) times, Frazer
Briggs taking the national record in F3T with a 64.86, and
for most there was some fun and exciting racing, the
highlight being in F3D between Ross Craighead, John
Danks and Frazer Briggs.
Although there were a few mechanical issues for some
pilots the only casualty was a model vs fence in Q500
Sport … fence unscathed ~ the model shredded. Thank
you to Ruban for ﬁnding the motor.
A huge “Thank You” goes out to everyone who helped
‘man’ the course, too many to name ~ you know who you
are and we appreciate your eﬀort.
A special thanks must go to the very important ladies who
relentlessly did the timing for the whole event. Thank you
Shelley-Anne Knox and June Mercer and to Judy King for
operating the timing system.

While we’re on the “Thank You’s”, the Pylon SIG was
extremely grateful to Joe Wurts for his undertaking in
mowing the ﬁeld albeit that even the 100m circle
appeared diﬃcult for many planes to be landed on.
A prize-giving presentation was held in conjunction with
the AGM where trophies and place certiﬁcates were
presented to the 1st, 2nd & 3rd placegetters and all pilots
who competed in the Postal Trans-Tasman competition
for F3R, F3T & F3D were awarded Participation
certiﬁcates.
Placings :
Q500 Sport
1. Ron Stone
2.Gary Mercer
F3R
1. John Danks
2. Frazer Briggs
F3T
1. Frazer Briggs 2. John Knox
F3D
1. Ross Craighead 2. John Danks

3. Len Krook
3. John Sutherland
3. Len Krook
3. Frazer Briggs

Prize-giving surprised many Pilots and Team managers
with International Competition certiﬁcates and gold or
silver badges being awarded for recognition of
participation at World Championships, to Ross Craighead
(7), Noeline Craighead (6), Tom Wetherill (6), John Danks
(3), Les King (3) and Gary Mercer (1).
Congratulations !
All-in-all it was a successful Nats from both the racing and
social scene.
‘Camp Pylon’ had an extensive group of people ~
‘Boomers’ (in campervans) and tents, enjoying amusing

2021 Nationals pilots with models
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evening debrief, discussion and meals together with
many fellow modellers joining in. There was abundant
laughter and entertainment most nights.
Some sterling dinners were put on by the Nats organisers,
and the team of kitchen ladies, enabling relaxed
socialising for modellers and families.
Len Drabble, with his team, did a superb job as Nationals
Manager and his eﬀorts will be sorely missed as he steps
down from the role. Thank you Len.
The future of the Nationals looks promising.
Here’s to 2022 !

Dedicated ladies doing the Timing

Preparing F3D models

March 2021
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Soaring Report
Kevin Botherway
& Dave Griﬃn
Soaring at this year's
Nationals was a great
success with all but one of
the seven events completed.
There were good numbers
for each discipline.
Upon arrival a day earlier Kev and Joe helped the CD Len
Drabble with setup and mowing various ﬁelds - a big
thanks to Joe Wurts who brought his mower through to
prepare landing areas at the various locations. The
afternoon was spent watching pylon racing and then
registration for the overall Nationals.
Sunday evening was heaps of fun with a mass Radian
launch (approximately 30 Radians) on the main ﬁeld.
Many Radian managed times and skyed out with two
landing precision tasks - the ﬁrst one having a Le Mans
start made it lots of fun and laughs.
The next morning it was straight into Radian Class P. It
was great to see quite a few ﬂiers from outside the soaring
fraternity entered. Light winds and blue skies made for a
great competition although many struggled to get 3
complete ﬂight times of 7 minutes and landing on the dot
was an issue as usual.
While this was ﬁnishing we arranged our winches ready
for Premier Duration. This was the ﬁrst string launching for
many for some time. Again, conditions were fantastic but
lift was patchy and quite a few got in trouble early and
managed some rather short ﬂights. For the ﬁrst long day of
Nats we managed to get quite a few rounds in. We were
ﬂying on the 150m winch lines meant retrieving wasn't too
bad in the heat. 14 pilots ﬂew this out. It was great to see
our quiet achiever Peter Glassey come in second to Joe
Wurts with Richard Thompson third.
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The next day was already like Groundhog Day with F3J
scheduled. We set up for the forecast wind direction
which took some time ﬁtting lanes in and sharing winches
in lanes so ﬁve could launch simultaneously
(wheelbarrow). Although we call this is usually a fairly
unsociable event because of the individual lanes, it
worked well sharing winches, callers and launchers.
During the day we had to swing the course as the actual
wind did not know about the forecast wind! Unfortunately
we lost a few rounds with a course change, but I am sure
this saved a few models as we were launching into a quite
a strong crosswind which wasn't comfortable for many.
The majority of pilots had one or two hard rounds and
most of us managed a low save somewhere during the
event. There was some really heavy duty sink in the sky
with patches of lift but well-spaced. The lift took quite a bit
of ﬁnding and wasn't the strongest by any means.
Wednesday was F3B with a good forecast again. Being
scheduled in the middle of the week meant we had plenty
of helpers. With 200m winch lines it meant plenty of
walking winches. The change from light F5J and F3J
thermal models to ﬂying bricks took most of us by surprise
in handling ability not having ﬂown this event or practiced
much. They were certainly a lot heavier than our usual
models and this made for some quick thermal duration

Model Flying World

ﬂights, although again patches of lift were hard to ﬁnd.
The distance runs were fun and made up some awesome
competition with even a Maxa beating a Shinto! Speed
was dominated by a fantastic run by Andrew Stiver- a
personal best I am sure! 16.63 seconds - WOW. Many
are improving in this game and enjoying it. We managed
21/2 rounds for the day but by the end were very glad to
ﬁnally pack the winches up.
Thursday we ﬂew 3 rounds of ALES 200 in pretty good
conditions. Light winds and good lift. Congratulations to
Joe Wurts in 1st place, Peter Glassey in 2nd and Rob
Morgan in 3rd. This event was soon followed by F5J electric launched Gliders and with the biggest ﬁeld of all
the soaring events with 19 entries. Sadly the wind picked
up not long after we started limiting the event to just 1
round. Although we tried to restart a few times, it was
eventually decided about 4pm that there was not enough
time to complete the event. As Murphy's Law would
suggest - the wind soon dropped, providing pleasant
conditions while we packed up!
For the ﬁrst 4 days we ﬂew from a ﬁeld to the north of the
Nats HQ at Clareville A&P Showgrounds. On Friday, our
ﬁnal day we ﬂew F3K and F5K at a diﬀerent site RC1, as
pylon and aerobatics had ﬁnished. This was quite open
and well suited for soaring.
F5K was ﬂown as a demonstration event after F3K. F5K
is like a Discuss launched Glider with a motor in the front
to launch rather than a round arm swing. We set the
models up to climb for 7 seconds which gets most of them
close to 60 metres- leveling the playing ﬁeld compared to
the wide range of heights achievable with F3K launch
techniques and ability. This was enjoyed by the 4
competitors and will be analysed by our Soaring Sig to
ﬁne tune a rule set for New Zealand and allow people to ﬂy
it as an NDC event in the near future under our NZ rules.
March 2021

Overall congratulations to Joe Wurts who cleaned up
every event to achieve soaring champion for Nats 2021.
I would like to say a huge thanks to everyone involved in
soaring. We all get in and get things setup for the day as
well as the pull down. I noticed some pulled more winches
back than most namely Rob Morgan and Bruce Clarke.
Special thanks to Joe Wurts for putting the extra hours in
doing draws and scores. Its also likely he has nailed RC
champion but we are still tracking this one. There is no
doubt it's getting better with our QR code online scoring,
most are now on to this score entry method which saves
lots of number punching at the end.
The best was we ﬂew every day of nats! That was a full
week 5 days continuous ﬂying and then some played at
night. The soaring team featured in Hanger Rat, Kit Scale,
Indoor Kit Scale and Indoor hand launch Glider - This will
be our big one for next year for the soaring team we have
already got an order going for imported super secret hand
launch chukkies!
All scores and results are online here: GliderScore or
here: MFNZ Nationals 2021 Event Results
(modelﬂyingnz.org)
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Aerobatics Report
Frazer Briggs

Our IMAC session started with a quick ﬁre quiz on judging
technicalities, and then a Basic demo for the newbies. We had a
great turnout of guys ﬂying in the Basic class. Stu Irvine of Auckland,
young Ruben Woods of Woodville having a go for his 1st time with a
low wing sport model, Rob Lockyer from the Hawkes Bay ﬂying a
50c Extra, Kim Clarke of Tauranga ﬂying an electric pattern model,
another junior Max Briggs of Hamilton ﬂying a 50cc Extra 330LX,
and Derek Whelan of Auckland ﬂying a 100cc Extra 260. These
guys got through a lot of ﬂying, with 4 doubles rounds ﬂown, making
it an 8 round contest for them. Looking at the scores after the ﬁrst
session, it was close at the top, and a case of “who can get a score
for the spin” was going to win. Max, Kim, Derek all in with a chance.
In the end Derek managed to take out the top spot, with Max and
Kim very close behind. Derek scored a promo point averaging over
65% for his rounds, and he tells me he is already working towards
Sportsman. Good stuﬀ Derek.
In Sportsman IMAC we had a huge ﬁeld of contestants. Some
newbies in there, and some diehard Sportsman guys from way
back. Young Sean Galloway had some really bad luck practicing up
on the farm the day prior, and encountered some damage to the
Galloway 100cc Extra. A ﬂame out miles away, resulted in one of
those “jumping a fences” getting in the way. It will repair, but more
than a 5 min job. So he ﬂew the Briggs 50cc Extra on a rental policy.
Another newbie, Arjen Visser all the way from Auckland, also ﬂew
Sportsman his ﬁrst time, having won Basic at Matamata a couple of
years back. He had lots of fun, learned some more IMAC skills, and
improved as the rounds progressed. Mike Briggs aka “Baldrick” had
the 3.2m PBG 260 “Big Foot” ready for some action, now with new
MTW full length tune pipes ﬁt to the DA150, but some header
problems caused a bit of running repairs over the ﬁrst day and kept
him on the back foot. Murray Irvine from Nelson made the journey
across the cook straight, and ﬂew a good old trusty Goldberg Extra
300, with an electric setup. Back in the 90’s when IMAC started in
NZ, those Goldberg Extra’s were very popular, and they ﬂy great, so
if you can ﬁnd a kit, grab it quick. John Danks “JD” (that gold card
carrying Pylon guy from way back) was another guy on a rental
scheme, he ﬂew John Knox’s 120cc CAR Extra. JD did well winning
two out of the 4 rounds of the
Known schedule. And he got a
Top to bottom:
promo point too, but his gold All the IMAC Guys!!!
card status cancels it out !! Max and Baldrick with the Big Foot 260
Ewan and Sean Galloway on IMAC day
Thanks Winston.
Kim and Dom Clarke both ﬂying IMAC
Two Johns with the redline rental Extra !!
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Aaron Maitland from Tuakau (wow all these guys from
way up north, I thought the nats was too far away ?) and
young Dom Clarke from Tauranga duked it out for 2nd
place with only 31 points separating them in the end. Both
ﬂying really well, and both earning promo points as a
result. It was pretty cool to watch these guys ﬂy their
unknown, which usually sorts out the winner when things
are close. Both having moved up from Basic recently,
ﬂying an Unknown is something new and can be a bit
scary at ﬁrst. 1st place in Sportsman IMAC went to the
Master Pattern ﬂier Paul Tomlinson, aka Grumblingson,
who over the past year has gotten into IMAC ﬂying, says
he really loves it, and I think he is hooked now. All we need
to do is get him to understand that “2 of 4” means the
same as “two quarter rolls”, only its quicker to call. Now he
says he wants to get a bigger model … good stuﬀ Paul,
actually you will need it soon cause the other Masters
Pattern ﬂier, Ewan Galloway, has been waiting for you in
Intermediate, and he ﬂys a 3.2m with a DA-170 !!!! So you
might need a trailer too !
Intermediate IMAC, we have been struggling here for a
while with the numbers. Where are all these guys that
used to ﬂy this class ? Out of interest I just looked up the
results from the 2010 Waharoa Rumble, and 18 guys ﬂew
Intermediate that year. yep, 18. Things are looking good
though, we have a number of guys in Sportsman that will
soon be ready to make the move up. Ewan Galloway and
Kerry Nichols ﬂew Intermediate. Ewan had his big Slick
360, and Kerry ﬂying his 100cc Extra 260. Kerry has been
way too busy with work lately, and just hasn’t had much of
a chance to get out and ﬂy lately, and I can tell how rusty
he was, cause I was calling for him … woo it was intense
at times !!! Hang in there guys, more guys are coming to
join you soon.
Advanced IMAC – 3 guys ﬂying this. “Slim Jim” James
Farrow from Kapiti ﬂying a 120cc Yak 54, helped by his
dad Andrew. Hamish “Aircon” Galloway from Norsewood
ﬂying the big Slick, and John “Oil Tycoon” Knox from
Pukekohe ﬂying John Danks’ Extra 330, 120cc too. I
judged this class, and it was a close contest between
Hamish and John, both ﬂying massive big sky sequences,
and it was “Aircon” Worms that won the unknown, and the
Advanced title. Both these guys got promo points, and
both of them will be moving up to Unlimited soon, so I can
ﬂy too next time … right ???!!! (ask me about the Aircon
reference next time you see me having a beer, its a good
story.)
Next up, Pattern. Held on Day 4 of the Nats, we had a
whole day set aside for Pattern, and a busy day it needed
to be, with plenty of ﬂying to get through, and some bad
weather forecast. The day started a bit rubbish, dark
clouds on the horizon, and a chilly breeze. But we had hot
coﬀee !!! Derek Whelan had scored the contact number
for the “only place with good coﬀee” this side of the
bombay’s it seems, in the form of a mobile coﬀee caravan.
A quick text the night before to give the oﬃcial thumbs up,
yes please come and setup if you want, and hey presto,
hot coﬀee was operational just behind the ﬂightline all day.
The soaring guys were very jealous when I told them, I
can assure you !!!
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As we did on IMAC day, we started the day with a quick
ﬁre questions and answers session to get everyone in the
frame of mind for judging precision aerobatics ﬂown in the
box. Then a quick clubman demo for the newbies. As a
SIG we have been working hard to promote Clubman for
the past few years, and its great to see that hard work is
paying oﬀ. Good numbers in Clubman !! 5 guys lining up to
give it a go. Anthony Wright with a foamie did not get too
far into his ﬁrst ﬂight, and suﬀered ESC problems , and
that was him done unfortunately. He was our roving
photographer for the rest fo the day, and posted lots of
photos for us. Thank Ant !! Les King (Pylon guy and
apparently Nats Junior Champ back in the 70’s ?) all the
way from the far north, Paihia in fact, ﬂew a pattern style
foamie called a “Splendor”. Looks like just the thing for
getting into Aerobatics. His partner Judy called for him,
what a team these two are. They had a great nats.
But Clubman was no place for the boomers this time, it
was to be an all out battle between 3 juniors. Ricky
Maitland ﬂying a high wing trainer “Senior Sixty” you
should see him go. 11 years old and really improving with
every event. Ricky had been out practicing in the wind,
and he did not fear what was blowing strong enough to put
any regular “sunday club ﬂyer” oﬀ to hide in the
clubhouse. Ricky was 3rd in Clubman, and he had a busy
time at the Nats calling for his Dad in Scale, IMAC and
Pattern. Next up local boy Ruben Woods from Woodville.
Ruben has been to the nats a few times before with his
Grandad Lew Woods “Pinky”, as a team helper. So it was
really good to see him competing for his ﬁrst time. Ruben
ﬂew a low wing sports model called a Tiger 2. Helped by
Baldrick, he ﬂew well and ﬁnished in 2nd Place. Clubman
was won by Max Briggs. Max is 16 now, and has been
working on Clubman for a couple of years. He’s moved up
from the crusty old under powered “Kwik Fli”, to the bigger
50cc Extra 330, and he had plenty of grunt to cut through
the strong wind. I explained to Max after he was presented
with the new Clubman Trophy (the old one seems to be
lost somewhere in the south island, so we have gotten a
new Trophy, and it will be back dated / engraved with all
the history we can ﬁnd), that winning Clubman at the Nats
means you are out of Clubman for life. He was pretty
happy with that bit of news, although I’m not sure he
realizes that means a move to Expert, and he will actually
need to put some practice in.
Expert Pattern – This class was introduced about 3 or 4
years back, as a stepping stone between Clubman and
Masters. The numbers have been building slowly, and it
was great to see a really strong ﬁeld of 6 guys ﬂying in
Expert. The F3A rules apply here, which means 2m x 2m x
5kg max. This limits a few of the IMAC guys who have the
ability to ﬂy this class, but don’t have the model to do it
with. We are starting to see a few more guys get full house
pattern models up and running now, and no surprise
electric is popular and perhaps makes it a bit easier to get
started.
With the help of Andrews F3A Zone GPS guided box
placement app, the poles went up as the Clubman guys
were still ﬂying. The box was setup running along a west
facing fence line. Not directly into wind, more like at a 45 to
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the wind, with it blowing out. We would like to set the box
up directly into wind, but the RC1 site has a few hedges
and tree lines, that meant if we did, some of the poles
would be hidden. The wind was probably blowing 10 to 15
knots (and I heard the Soaring guys had already canned
their ﬂying for the day) over your right shoulder, so it
would be interesting to see who knew how to work the
rudder !! Baldrick dusty oﬀ his “Ex Bogan” Vanquish, and
made a start, but had some issues in round 3. Loss of
power and landing miles away, downwind, sustaining
some landing damage when he ended up in the only bit of
rough river bed anywhere to be seen. Actually I heard that
when it happened, Worms who was calling for him at the
time, did the old “reach around”, to try and land the plane
safely for him. Luckily he could see over Baldrick’s head
no problems at all. Murray Irvine from Nelson was at the
nats again, this time ﬂying his Sebart Mythos. Murray has
been working on Expert for a couple of Nats now, and is
making improvements each time we see him. Young
James “Slim Jim” Farrow from Kapiti has been coming to
the nats for ages now, with his dad Andrew “The Pastie
Pom” in tow. Slim Jim got his hands on an Ex Gwyn
Avenell “Bi-Side” Biplane model during the winter. Bolted
in a motor and ESC, got some batteries and started
practicing some Pattern. He went great for his ﬁrst time,
and is now getting the hang of ﬁtting it all in the box, and
making it all look good. Well done Jim, and also thanks to
Andrew who keeps me in check when it comes to
beverage selection. Jim was a very close 4th place just
behind Aaron Maitland. Aaron only just moved from
Clubman up to Expert since the last nats, and he has
been practicing lots up at the Airsail site in the wind. Not
sure what motor he was running, every time I see that little
Extra ﬂy, it has just had a bigger motor shoehorned in it !!
Aaron is in the process of getting his hands on a 2m x 2m
setup. 1st place in Expert was a battle of between two
juniors, both about the same age I think ? They must be
13 / 14 ? Dom Clarke and Sean Galloway. Both winning a
round each, there was some close ﬂying between the two
of them, and things look really good for the future of
Pattern in NZ. It won’t be long before both these
youngsters have moved through Masters and are giving
the F3A Boomers a crack. That is unless cars, jet ski’s and
girls get in the way ? Unfortunately there was a problem

Top to bottom:
Les and Judy King with their Clubman model. All the way from
Paihia !!
Murray Irvine from Nelson with his Mythos
Clubman Pattern guys and gals (and a wayward thumb)
All the Pattern ﬂiers !!
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with the scoring, and it was not picked up until the
following day when oﬃcial results needed to be
submitted. One of the ﬂights for Sean had a single score
from one judge, for one maneuver, that had not been
entered, and it was not picked up before we did our on
ﬁeld prize giving. The margin was enough to change the
result between 1st and 2nd. So we announced Dom as
being the winner, but actually it was Sean that prevailed
this time once the scoring error was corrected. Apologies
once again from the CD that this slip up occurred, it just
shows how close these two were in their ﬂying.
Masters A20 – Paul Tomlinson and Ewan Galloway were
the only guys that ﬂew Masters A20. The numbers here
have been thin for a while now, but things will change
soon. In fact I can here Paul Tomlinson right now in his
pommy accent “I’m sick of being beaten by these bloody
juniors, can they just hurry up and move to F3 bloody A ?”
!! Ewan Galloway was 2nd in Masters, and Paul
Tomlinson was the winner. Paul ﬂying contra Bipe and
Ewan ﬂying his new Allure.
F3A – 4 guys ﬂew F3A, Bogan, John Knox, Hamish
Galloway and Andrew Palmer. It was a pretty good
crosswind day, and the rudder was needed in huge
amounts at times. We have a new F3A National Champ in
Andrew Palmer. Andrew was ﬂying something new
“Oxygen”, with contra setup. Hamish Galloway was 2nd
ﬂying his new model an Wolfgang Matt “Angelit”. John
Knox and Bogan had issues. John managed to take oﬀ
with a “mixture” of charged, and not charged batteries,
resulting in a short round 2 ﬂight. And Bogan had a
problem his “mixture” in round 3, resulting in a YS big
bang ﬂame out just before starting the ﬁnal sequence. On
later inspection, it looks like my needle valve was knocked
“very lean” at some point, either during transit to the nats,
or when I picked the model up for the group photo.
Another thing to add to the “Shit Happens” list. Being a 3
round contest, all 3 rounds counted, so no room for error.
Congrats to Andrew who has been working on his F3A a

lot in the past few years, with some great results
overseas. Also .. did you see how skinny he is now !!!
Says the solution to the problem was simple, he just
stopped eating.
Classic Pattern !!! This was a lot of fun, and things are
building here. We had a bunch of guys ﬂying really cool
classic models. John Knox with his “fresh oﬀ the paint
gun” Phoenix, complete with Rossi on pipe. Lew Woods
with his Phoenix too. Murray Nelson with his Typhoon.
Not strictly classic, but with the retracts, it looks the part.
Just needs the noise Murray !!! Aaron Maitland ﬂying an
Ugly Stick. Both Worms and Bogan ﬂying Bogans pride
and joy, the Magic. Its nice from far … but far from nice.
We ﬂew Classic over two ﬂightlines, it was all over in a
ﬂash. Screaming 60’s, really loud calling from the pilots,
lots of fun. Celebrity Judges too !! Thanks Ross and
Noeline Craighead, Gary Mercer (who took time away
from his busy job at the pet shop), and Derek Whelan. Get
a classic model going and join in on the action.
Well that was the 73rd Nats done and dusted for another
year. Over the weeks ﬂying we had 25 guys ﬂying some
form of Aerobatics, IMAC, Pattern, Classic etc. A really
great turnout. I think overall the nats had around 150
entries, which is good to see. There is lots of other stuﬀ
going on at the Nats to see and do, race some Pylon, ﬂy
some RC Scale, do Radian, chase an Aggy model. You
can be as busy as you want to be, and like me need Day 5
oﬀ to rest and recover. For many the ﬂying just gets in the
way of the socializing. My advice for those that think the
nats is “too far away”, take two spoons of concrete and
harden up. Don’t be soft. Go to the Nats, you will enjoy it.
150 of us did.
See you all next time !!!

Classic Flyers
and callers and
celebrity judges
too !!
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Ladies Report
Jane Hiscock

Arrivals and accommodation sorting, for most of us,
occurred on Sunday. Set up for tenters, park up for
campers and caravans, feet up for those in motels or
booked batches. The night’s start-up BBQ was a great
time to reconnect and for OHS announcements before
we all moved to the Aggi ﬂying ﬁeld for the comic
competition. Of special interest were Helen Gray and
Cynthia McNabb. These legendary ladies had clearly put
in some practice, evidenced by the fact they got their
engines running. Go girls!
Monday morning saw the motivated ladies swim in the
Masterton pools after which the unoﬃcial ladies’ program
kicked into gear. Thanks to our drivers, Lesleigh and
Glennis. We went to Martinborough for gift shopping,
lunch at Medici, purchasing tree ripened apricots, and
wine tasting.
Getting going for a quiet run before the road tar melted on
Tuesday morning was not a problem as the neighbour’s
roosters, backed by the ﬁrst commuter train, acted as the
campground alarm. Another hot day had the ladies
marveling at the ﬂyer’s staying power under the scorching
sun reﬂecting oﬀ the well mowed paddocks while we took
to the Waiohine Gorge River. Our drivers, Sue, Helen, and
Ingrid navigated the narrow road in the face of on-coming
traﬃc with bravery. The reward was a deep swimming
hole with water straight oﬀ the glacier, a spontaneous
lunch, and an extended swing bridge across the river into
the Tararua Forest Park.

spot of crafting. Left unvisited was Stonehenge, the
lavender farm, a ride into Wellington on the train and a trip
into the Holdsworth area.

Wednesday we were assigned a mission. Truly team
players, the ladies took to peeling vegetables for the
evening’s banquet as the smoked BBQ simmered
outside the great hall. This provided a wonderful
opportunity to discuss the virtues of a variety of vegetable
eviscerators and the serious consideration of cutting
carbs from catering…but what a feast!

There are plenty of reasons to start planning to attend
next years MFNZ Nationals, not the least of them being
the fact that the Aggi competition has been opened to
include teams and SIG divisions. We could submit a
team… ‘soaring sisters’ or ‘fueled females’ and if so, we
might need a best dressed, spectator helmet competition!

The following day, slightly overcast weather and a tail
wind provided ideal conditions to go for a bike ride around
the block with a short break to walk Fensham Reserve.
This was followed by a rewarding lunch at Clareville
Bakery, rounding out Thursday morning nicely.

What a fantastic week. We wish to thank our family
members for allowing us to attend and the organizers for
the meals, the ﬁelds, the awards, the wonderful weather,
and for keeping the team busy while we were out and
about supporting the local economy!

Friday was designated a rest day for quiet time, side trips,
a visit to the ﬁeld, prize giving and another meal we did not
have to cook for ourselves.

Mark these details in your diary and plan to be in
Carterton: Registration Sunday 2nd of January with the
ﬁrst day of competition Monday the 3rd ﬁnishing on Friday
7th of January 2022.

Other activities undertaken included Greytown hospice,
op shop, Masterton Fabric and quilters shop, shopping for
electrolytes for the ﬂyers, a quiet read, a river swim, and a
March 2021
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Photo Gallery
Photos by Rob Wallace

Right column:
Des Richards pulling back the Rubber prior to
Launch.
Phil Corﬁeld about to launch his Aggie model.
Helen Gray starts her Aggie model.
Left column:
Red Dawn of last day of the Nationals.
Doug Palmer and Jon Spain ﬁght it out in F2D
Combat.
Kevin Barnes ﬂy F2B Control line Aerobatic
model.
Centre:
Dave Ackery winds F1B model prior to Combined
FAI ﬂyoﬀ.
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Above:
David Ackery with Rubicon 10 P.30
Right:
Caption Contest! Helen Gray points to the model
and tells the crowd her model is ﬂying.
Far right:
Hangar Rat peacefully ﬂoating around the Hall.

Above:
Alec Fuller is presented
the Fantastik Atalar
model, promotional raﬄe
prize, built by David
Ackery, donated by Rob
Wallace.

nsmac.team@gmail.com

QUALIFICATIONS REQUIRED
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Photo Gallery
Photos by Ross Gray

Top to bottom:
Combat Launch – James Palmer – Control Line Slow Combat
Knobler – Ross Smith - Control line classic stunt
Combat Pitts – Rob Wallace - Control line Slow Combat
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Top to bottom:
Oriental Stunter by Dee Rice – Kevin Barnes – Control line
classic stunt
T.D. Coupe – Ian Monroe – RC Vintage Open Texaco
Miss Fortune X – John Butler – RC Vintage A Texaco
Inset:
Fuel Tank Repairs – Rob Wallace and Kevin Barnes - Control
line F2B Aerobatics

Model Flying World

Photo Gallery
Photos by Ross Gray

Top:
Trenton Terror – Rex
Anderson – RC Vintage I.C.
Duration
Middle:
Quaker – Stewart Hubbard –
RC Vintage Precision
Above & below:
Startdust Special – Barry
Russel – RC Vintage ½ E
Texaco
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Top to bottom:
Bomber – Rob Thorley – RC Vintage I.C. Duration
1938 Lancer - Allan Knox – RC Vintage Precision
Miss Fortune X – John Butler – RC Vintage A Texaco
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Photo Gallery
Photos by Ross Gray

Top to bottom:
PL12 Airtruck – Gary Wilson – RC
Intermediate Scale.
Wilga (Life like Pilot detail) - Rene
Redmond – RC Scale.
War & Peace - RC Scale.
Zipper – Allan Knox - RC Vintage ½
A Texaco.
Centre:
Oriental Stunter by Dee Rice - Rob
Wallace (pilot) – CL classic stunt.
Right:
F2B Stunter Line Up - CL F2B
Aerobatics.
Oriental Stunter by Dee Rice –
Kevin Barnes – CL classic stunt.
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The National’s

NOTAM
Dave Griﬃn

For this year’s Nationals we needed a NOTAM (Notice to
Airmen) to advise full size aviators of our activity and
hopefully encourage them to ﬂy around the area rather
than through it. Past experience suggests not all Pilots
obtain a NOTAM brieﬁng before a ﬂight, or may not
appreciate exactly where the NOTAM location is or the
threat our activities pose. It was decided to create a visual
brieﬁng to share with as many likely operators as possible
to minimise risk and disruption. Our rather cryptic
NOTAM that was issued is given below.
NATIONALS NOTAM
(A3988/20 NOTAMN
Q) NZZC/QWULW/IV/BO /W /000/030/4102S17535E002
A) NZZC B) 2101021800 C) 2101080600
D) DAILY 1800-0600
E) REMOTELY PILOTED ACFT ACT WILL TAKE PLACE WI 1.5NM RADIUS
41 02 04 S 175 35 16 E APRX 4.2NM SOUTH NZMS.
OPR MNT FREQ 119.1MHZ
F) SFC G) 3000FT AMSL)

Contact was made with the Masterton
Aerodrome manager who agreed to pass the
details on to all those on his contact list –
including the Rescue Helicopter and Aircraft
that regularly ﬂy to the aerodrome of local
hospital.

they would call with an ETA into our area and we would
stop any conﬂicting ﬂying. Fortunately for all, their
services were not needed while we were ﬂying at the
soaring site. However, it was interesting to note that the
alarm was only raised by the visual depiction of our sites in
relation to the instrument approach, even though we have
been ﬂying at Clareville oﬀ and on for 70-odd years and
have no doubt issued NOTAMs in the past.
Only one training aircraft conducted an instrument
approach all week and we stopped ﬂying at the soaring
site for about 5 minutes as they passed. Several (6) light
aircraft did stray through our areas including one that
preformed ‘smoke on’ aero’s over one site at about 1200’.
Fortunately all of these aircraft were seen coming and
models were able to keep well clear.
Lesson? If you have issues with full size aircraft operating
regularly near your ﬂying sites – perhaps reach out to the
local operators and explain where you are and what their
ﬂying through means to your activity.

I mapped our ﬂying sites on Google Earth to
see how the areas related to each other and
Masterton Aerodrome, mindful that we
needed to be more than 4km from the
boundary. In order to reduce the number of
NOTAMS I had hoped to issue only one for
the whole area. However, this would have
infringed the 4km, so two smaller areas
where drawn to cover our 5 ﬂying sites.
Plotting the instrument approach to
Masterton Aerodrome showed a conﬂict with
our Soaring Site since our gliders ﬂy up to
2000’+ on occasions. The approach passes
through this area at below 1000’. The ﬂying
areas around the Nationals HQ at Clareville
were of no concern as model ﬂying at this
location would all take place at low level.
Fortunately I was at the soaring site with an
Airband Radio and able to monitor all
incoming aircraft.
On seeing the location of our NOTAMS, the
Helicopter and Aircraft rescue services were
alarmed and both phoned to establish a plan
to mitigate risk. The agreed plan was that
March 2021

4km from nearest point of Masterton Aerodrome – Yellow; Our Flying areas – Blue;
NOTAM Areas – Purple; Instrument Approach - Red.
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Year of the
glow engine build?
On reﬂection, it’s very easy for most of us to view 2020
with a great deal of negativity and greet 2021 with a huge
sigh of relief.
Having gone through the pain of redundancy as a result of
the pandemic, I’ve had plenty of soul-searching moments
during the last 6 months, yet I cannot help but smile when
I compare one aspect of my current situation to that of 12
months ago, and hence acknowledge that clouds can
indeed have silver linings.
I’m one of those (sad?) individuals that delights in making
a New Year’s Resolution list each year, spending time at
the beginning of January reviewing the previous year’s
eﬀorts before drawing up the next lot of ‘goals’.
Needless to say, 2020’s list of aims remained all but
untouched, particularly with respect to the goal-setting for
my then new career of Aviation Engineering. However,
one aspect of the list where I had truly surpassed all my
expectations was with regard to aeromodelling. Three
named model designs (Quo Vadis, Ghost Rider, Super
Sixty) to be hopefully attempted and ﬂown at some point
in 2020 had indeed been completed, along with two
others (Sharkface and Tinkerbell).

Five models completed and ﬂown in 12 months!
Unbelievable by my normal standards, as I am a
notoriously slow builder (– I have a Dave Boddington
Mannock biplane still to be completed after over two
years). Not only that, I have probably done more actual
model-ﬂying in 2020 than any other year to date, so it
cannot be all bad.
I am extremely grateful to the hobby, for it has kept me
busy both physically and mentally, distracting me from
over-thinking my enforced job-searching and the
subsequent inevitable return to the teaching profession
(at least I’m lucky enough to have a second profession to
return to - many others haven’t, and continue to struggle
to ﬁnd new employment, I’m sure). Having emerged from
2020 with assured mental well-being, I am now looking
forward to regular full-time employment.
SO, what about 2021’s hobby goals?
Well, last year’s experience taught me a few lessons, not
least of which was ‘aim for more, not less’. You see, while I
had vaguely fantasised I might attempt three models in a
year, I always accepted that one or two would be the more
likely result, this being better than none; ﬁve, of course,
was awesome!
Also, all ﬁve of these models were electric powered
scratch-builds; the only electric models I had previously
owned were foamies, and these ﬁve have proved that for
me, scratch built wood-framed models are inﬁnitely more
satisfying to ﬂy, regardless of the power plant type.
The initial Lockdown prompted me to reﬂect that a range
of model sizes is desirable. Sharkface (25” span) and
Tinkerbell (30” span) were both built to be ﬂown inside our
1 acre property after my wife pointed out lockdown
restrictions might limit future model-ﬂying opportunities,
so some smaller models in my ﬂeet would be a good idea.
That said, I’ve really enjoyed ﬂying the larger Super Sixty
(63” span Rudder/elevator) during calmer weather, the
combination of larger, vintage style ﬂying being a
welcome change to practising aerobatics for my MFNZ
Advanced Power Certiﬁcate.
With all the above in mind, I now feel a concerted eﬀort to
re-vitalise my glow engine ﬂeet (I currently have nothing
serviceable…!) is therefore in order, so I’ve decided that
2021 is to be the ‘Year of the Glow Engine Build’ as far as
the majority of my scratch-building is concerned, with
potential contenders (in no particular order) including;

Finishing oﬀ my DB
Mannock (60”
biplane , OS70FS)
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Vic Smeed’s extended wingTomboy (44”span) for an
OS10LA,

with perhaps room for just one electric build (I have my
eyes on Alex Whittaker’s ‘Jitterbug’ from RCM&E,

Dave Boddington’s mighty 102” Centurion for OS95FV

or Dave Boddington’s Tinker Major biplane…
as larger electric sports aerobats).
And there are a couple of kits on my shelf also begging to
be built (Sig Astro Hog and 4 Star120…).
An oversize Simplex (80”) for over-propped OS46AX or
Magnum 52FS,

So, bring it on - 2021, the year of the ‘Glow Engine Build’,
allow your passion for model ﬂying to overcome whatever
the threat of pandemic fallout brings to us, and may your
clouds forever be silver-lined!
Dave Robelen’s 1972 Pronto (48” low wing 3ch) for an
OS20FP, for a quick-build,

Nick Ward

Senior Telemaster (95”) for OS65AX,
March 2021
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Flying Bedstead?

The Flying Bedstead or Thrust Measuring Rig (TMR) to
be more precise with its oﬃcial title was designed and built
by Rolls-Royce at their Hucknall Flight Test Establishment
in Nottinghamshire, England, during the 1950’s to explore
Vertical Take Oﬀ and Landing (VSTOL) using the new jet
technology. It developed eventually into the Hawker
Harrier aircraft which was so successful and even the new
F35 Lightning. Much later NASA also developed a similar
craft in the form of a Moon Lander.
Well the Rolls-Royce Flight Test Establishment closed in
the 1970’s and the Hucknall Flight Test Museum
(HUFTM) is now on the same site keeping the heritage
alive. HUFTM, in conjunction with the Rolls-Royce
Hucknall Model Aircraft Club have now launched a new
International Flying Bedstead modelling competition.
The competition is to produce the most lifelike ﬂying scale
model and is aimed at modellers worldwide who – due to
Covid 19 regulations and limitations – will send in still
images and video clips of their model ﬂying for judging.
Marks will be awarded in two categorise – Static and
Flying, with 50% of the available marks in each category.
This means that you can enter even if your model does not
ﬂy.

A panel of judges from both HUFTM and the R-R Hucknall
MAC includes an engineer that actually helped build the
original aircraft in the 1950’s which now resides in the
Science Museum, London.
Models can be scratch built or adaptations of
commercially available drones and can be of any scale
and use any power source from propellers through to
Electric Ducted Fan units and even full gas turbines if the
contestant wishes. As there are no surviving drawing of
the aircraft competitors will design and build their model
from available photographs.
Type “HUFTM Flying Bedstead Competition” into your
internet browser and take a look at our Youtube
Competition Video for all the details of how to enter and at
the same time see some great Rolls-Royce Flying
Bedstead images – many of which have never been seen
by the public before.
Why not have a go and enter ...oh, and did I mention it’s

FREE to enter.
Good Luck.
David Wheeler

The competition will run until the 1st January 2022 and
what better project for the Covid Lockdown than to enter
this competition.
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David Ackery

Thoughts
onE36

E36 is the contest class for electric powered
free ﬂight. The basic rules are quite simple –
2S Lipo, 10 second motor run, and maximum
wingspan of 36 inches, (but check the rule
book for full details).
My ﬁrst E36 is now 6 years old, upgrades have
helped keep it competitive, but new ideas from
around the world keep popping and there are
now many good options to look at. Time for a
new model to try some new technology and
methods.
Most of the new hardware is about better motors that give
more power, and that certainly helps. But control of the
power and using the power in a good ﬂight pattern is what
matters. So we need good trimming, and a consistent
airframe. And while we can get more power from the
motor it is the battery that provides the voltage and amps,
so this is even more important than the motor. The other
critical components is the propeller - matching the prop to
the power available, the airframe, and the task we want to
achieve is critical, getting it right makes a huge diﬀerence.
So that is the power. The motor run is 10 seconds, and
then we try to glide for 2 minutes, so don’t neglect that,
how can we make that better?
And weight. Light is better than heavy, the model climbs
better and glides better.
Power
When I started ﬂy E36 the ideal kV was about 2000, but
now there is huge range of drone motors on the market,
and preferred kVs have jumped up several notches.

highest C rating we can get ( and this needs to be real not
fantasy). In the past I have used the common JST battery
plug, but these are only rated at 3 Amps, the XT 30 is the
next step up and rated at 30 Amps is a good choice. My
ﬁrst model used a 300mAh battery with JST, but I decided
to upgrade to the Turnigy-nanotech-350mah-65c which
comes with an xt30. It is heavier, but I think I need it. Cable
size and good connectors do make a diﬀerence, but will
weigh more.
Propellers
You need a good variety of diﬀerent props, and you need
to commit the time to testing to ﬁnd the right one for you.
First bench testing, then ﬂying. Bench testing can tell us a
lot, a tach to measure rpm is crucial, and a Watt meter
gives us the power, (Watts), and Amps and Volts.
Interpreting the data takes a certain amount of skills and
knowledge, and is a lot more than just getting the
maximum Watts. And then ﬂight testing, this is what
matters. At the moment I am using the APC 6x4, which is
less prop than most people use, so far I am happy with
that.
Timer
I chose the Magic E 36 timer. Designed and
manufactured by Roger Morrell of Magic Timers.

The motor I chose is the popular Cobra C-2203/28
kV=2800, and a 12 Amp ESC.
The battery should be able to deliver 10 -15 amps without
sagging, and while holding a good voltage. We need to
March 2021

This timer just amazing !, it is so easy to program, and it
has the built in display that tells you exactly what you have
set. Everyone who uses it just loves it. And it has the
option for RCDT if you want to use that. The FF Sig has
sourced a bunch for us in NZ , available from the FFONZ
shop .
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The model
Buying hardware is just shopping, but designing and
building the model is the fun part.
Balsa is nice, but carbon ﬁber has many advantages and
it is useful to add some of this high tech. material
First the wing, that is how the model ﬂies. The normal
airfoil is ﬂat bottom about 8-9% thick. This works well, but
can we do better ?. After some playing about comparing
airfoils on Proﬁli I chose the Benedek 6435B. . And I

happened to have a camber building board that ﬁtted this,
:-). D box shells were molded out of 1.5 oz Kevlar. Balsa

Pylon . This is the chance to stuﬀ some of the hardware
tidily away, I had already decided to put the ESC ﬂat on
the boom between the ﬁrewall and the pylon. So that left
the following bits - battery, timer, DT servo, tracker, and
perhaps RCDT. I had a plan,, but it did not work out and I
had to compromise. The battery is the biggest lump and it
should do right under the CG, but it also needs to have
easy in/out access for constant changes.
Flying
I had just two quick sessions on a local sports ﬁeld before
the Nats. It trimmed out much as expected with a bit of
right rudder tab, and it gets up well. I get the feeling that
the battery is not stressed and delivering grunt with ease.
I tweaked the CG back a bit and increased the left thrust
from 3 to 4 ‘. It is still only trimmed up to 7-8 seconds
because it starts to roll left as the speed builds, so maybe
the washin should be 2mm. But as they say “performance
is adequate”. So I am very pleased with it so far, and lots
of good tweaking to come.
David Ackery

ribs, spruce spar, carbon tailing edge, and covering of
tissue over Mylar. Warps are very important, all panels are
ﬂat except we need some washin on the right inner,,, how
much ?, that’s a guess, let’s guess 3mm. And build that in.
It is hard to change afterwards.
Fuselage. Balsa works but better is a carbon tube. It
needs to be light, but stiﬀ enough to stay straight when the
model is going fast. Some I have seen look rather thin to
my eye. I looked though all my stuﬀ and found a old
Wakeﬁeld boom that did not make the grade 25 years
ago, but this time it might just do the job.
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Sources
https://hobbyking.com/en_us/turnigy-nano-tech350mah-2s-65c-lipo-pack-w-xt30.html
http://www.magictimers.com/
https://innov8tivedesigns.com/cobra-c-2203-28brushless-motor-kv-2800-e36-f1s-1.html
http://www.proﬁli2.com/eng/default.asp
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The 2021 Trans-Tasman Postal RC Pylon Challenge has been
completed.
“Step up to the podium” … and CONGRATULATIONS to Team NZ
Pylon ~ winners of the 2021 Postal Trans-Tasman and the Individual
placings going to Mark Hamilton ~ Aust, Team Ross Craighead &
Team John Danks ~ NZ, Stephen Turna & Steve Hughes ~ Aust.

Team Results
New Zealand
F3D
1st Ross Craighead
2nd John Danks
3rd Frazer Briggs
Totals
F3T
1st Frazer Briggs
2nd John Knox
3rd John Sutherland
Totals

407.89
408.80
684.82
1501.51

For this Postal event, both countries
matched each other in pilot numbers with
their placings and times down to third,
counted towards the ﬁnal results. The
TOTAL combined score of those placed
competitors in each country determined the
Winner of the 2021 Trans-Tasman Postal RC
Pylon Challenge.

Australia

C O N G R AT U L AT I O N S to all
competitors.

Mark Hamilton 388.70
Andrew Wall
802.50
Bruce DeChastel1068.20
2259.40

Thanks to all the callers, helpers and
timekeepers in each country for making this
pylon racing event happen.

421.88
448.59
486.11
1356.58

Mark Hamilton
Stephen Turna
Steve Hughes

372.30
378.60
383.00
1133.90

468.06
468.06

Greg Gillies

472.30
472.30

When travel restrictions allow, let’s hope for
an In-person meet for the next TransTasman so we can ﬂy together.

Noeline Craighead

F3R
John Danks

FINAL TOTALS:
NZ ~3326.15

AUST ~ 3865.60

Individual Placings
F3D
1st Mark Hamilton
2nd Ross Craighead
3rd John Danks

388.70
407.89
408.80

Aust
NZ
NZ

F3T
1st Mark Hamilton
2nd Stephen Turna
3rd Steve Hughes

372.30
378.60
383.00

Aust
Aust
Aust

F3R
1st John Danks
2nd Greg Gillies

468.06
472.30

NZ
Aust
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STUNT SERIES
We're half way through the series now,
and Waikato put on a lovely long
weekend to ﬂy through at Mercer. Great
weather, good turnout and lots of ﬂying,
with Stunt and Scale on the Saturday,
followed by Slow Goodyear, Classic A
and Classic B Team Racing on the
Sunday. I'll just cover the Stunt Series
matters here and the Hamilton club
hosts will have full results of the other
classes ﬂown.
Many thanks to everyone running the
show including: HMAC organisers,
Kevin and Brendan; Stunt judges Karen
Barnes, Alina Wimmer, Daniel Walker
and Owen Rogers.
Special thanks to John Danks at JR
Airsail up the road in Pukekawa for
providing the big mower to prepare the
excellent circles for the meeting:
http://airsail.co.nz

Let’s Get Ready To Rumble Start Your Engines.

Jet, Scaleonb&inedSport
Planes
t
en
v
E
C

26th, 27th, 28th March 2021 Darfield
Entrance off Creyke Rd over the
railway line
On Site
Food & drink
Toilet facilities
Hot showers
Over night staying

For details contact Dave
McLeans Island MAC
Dave 027 602 4302
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To the numbers!
In F2B Kevin Barnes has collected a
fourth 1000 point victory to edge closer
to an unbeatable position. With four
rounds remaining, one of us is going to
have to beat him every time for the rest
of the season to snatch it away.
Sportsman Aerobatics has David
Ackery (pictured with his Magician
Classic model) in pole position with a
hat trick of wins so far. Rosco Smith
holds second.
Classic Stunt is led by Kevin on 3000,
with Rosco in second place here, too.

Round 5 coming up:
Whangarei CL Weekend
When:
Saturday 6th March, 2021
Club:
Whangarei MAC
Venue:
Portland Rec Centre, McGill Rd,
Portland, Whangarei
Contact:
Dan Walker danjanwalker@yahoo.com
Map:
https://goo.gl/maps/23wSyg1UJ28A
66Jy7
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F5J
Ian Harvey

South Island Open 2020
Tai Tapu 4-6th December

Sunday afternoon prize giving was held in cold – Nor–
easterly conditions

Being close to the beginning of the silly pre-Christmas season, we (John
Shaw, Dave Griﬃn and I) were pleasantly surprised at the numbers who
entered this 2 and half day competition. Twenty registered, but one didn’t
show from Blenheim.
Friday was collection and transport morning, with most people staying in
Lincoln. With the judicious allocation of trailer space and cars, no extra
mobility was required by the out-of-town participants.
North East to North West winds were predicted for most of the weekend, Anton and Allan look for lift
and after a Friday shake-down pre-contest contest, most adjourned to The
Laboratory at Lincoln for drinks and dinner.
It was NE again on Saturday morning, but with the direction swinging to the
NW and back again to the NE at diﬀerent times during the day. This meant
that the ﬂight line and landing spots were swung around at various times,
that only took a few minutes. We had reports of hail in Timaru and the rain
radar showed bad weather to the South. However, we completed the
requisite number of rounds and as we packed up, a storm brushed past us
from the west and tracked up the valley to Little River to the East. This was
Gavin Rhodes, Peter Glassey, Steve Warner
to portend a much larger and dramatic thunder storm that greeted us as we and
John Shaw enjoy a "bier" before a meal at
arrived at our evening meal venue at 6.30pm (Octoberfest in Lincoln). The the Octoberfest eatery in Lincoln
lightning was brief but spectacular.
The next morning was a light South Westerly at the ﬁeld that produced
some nice lift, but was short-lived, as the wind swung to the NE for most of
the day; then to the NW, where is slowly built until we pulled the plug with
one planned round to go. With all this weather, we were fortunate to get in
12 rounds and there were no major incidence, save for several land-out,
either from the ﬂying ﬁeld, or the 75m return box.
Models ranged from a Radian to the usual Maxas and Plus and Plus X
models, together with Gary Morgan’s OD models that were surprisingly
competitive and blew a lot of more fancied pilots and mod-els out of the sky
The place getters
in a couple of rounds.
The weather was cold and windy as the prizes were allocated, with Kevin
Botherway (Hawks Bay) coming out on top followed by Peter Williams
(Wellington) and Steve Warner (Whakatane) pushing into third place
ahead of Joe Wurts who has 2 land-out that cost him a podium place.
It was a great weekend of ﬂying and comradery, with once again the
Canterbury weather holding oﬀ suﬃciently allowing some good
competitive ﬂying.
The Plus X was a popular pilot's choice
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Waitangi Day Model Display
Ashburton
The Sport Aircraft Association (SAANZ)*
organises a large annual rally at Waitangi
weekend, alternating each year between
Matamata and Ashburton. This year it
was Ashburton’s turn and the event,
called the Great Plains Fly-in was hosted
by the Ashburton Aviation Museum.
The organisers asked me to arrange a
ﬂying model display to entertain the pilots
and public at lunchtime. We happily
obliged with six ﬂiers and nine models for
a one hour display from runway 02 on
Waitangi Day. Putting their ﬂying skills to
the fore on a hot, nor’easterly day were
Corrie Hoult, Jeremy McLean, Robin
Sallabanks, Alex Hewson and Dave Griﬃn. This
represented RC scale, 3D aerobatics, helicopter, and
soaring.
The NOTAM had suggested the airﬁeld would be closed
for the hour of the display, but full size operations did not
cease for the entire time. We had two controllers with us
who were in constant touch with the tower, so we had
some time when we were grounded waiting for several
homebuilts or microlights to join the circuit and land.
Nevertheless, the model pilots put on a great display. The
Pilatus Porter and Piper Cub scale models looked realistic
in the air. Dave’s 7 m ASH 31 rose to great heights and
then whistled past in several low passes, Robin’s 50
helicopter ﬂew some amazing tricks, and Alex wowed the
crowd with an applauded display of aerobatics with
smoke on.
We then spent most of the rest of the day looking around
the various aircraft who had ﬂown in for the weekend as
well as some incredible aircraft in the two large museum
hangars. Ashburton airﬁeld is a wonderful stopover for
any aviation enthusiast. It has a long history as a major
WW2 training base and as a popular stopover for all sorts
of aircraft. The Museum is run by a friendly bunch of
volunteers. Their proactivity has won them a collection of
aircraft which rival any other comparable museum in the
country, including Devon, Vampire FB5, Harvard,
Porterﬁeld, Airtruk, Benson Gyro Glider, Weihe Glider,
Hughes Helicopter, Olympia, Flying Flea, Harrier GR3,
Canberra B2 Bomber Cockpit. F8 - Meteor, Zlin, DC3,
Vampire T11, Link Trainer, Slingsby T31, Bergfalke,
Cropmaster, and Tiger Moth. Their latest acquisition is a
Thompson Refueller, one of only 9 on display worldwide.
A great source of material for any scale modeller.
A good day out with a MFNZ presence to boot!
*SAANZ is the national organisation for amateur aircraft
constructors (Homebuilders) in New Zealand. It supports
and advocates for all types of recreational ﬂying, and is a
member of the New Zealand Aviation Federation. The
SAA has its origins in the Ultra Light Aircraft Association,
March 2021

Top to bottom:
Model display team at Ashburton - Robin Sallabanks, Alex
Hewson, Dave Griﬃn, Corrie Hoult, and Jeremy McLean.
Flight Line
Ashburton Airport

which was created by a group of enthusiasts in the early
1960s constructing their own aircraft from designs
approved by Civil Aviation.
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Did you go to the Nats ? Wasn’t it a cracker. Great
weather. Good attendance. We had 25 guys ﬂy
aerobatics during the week, which was an awesome
turnout. Highlights of Aerobatics at the nats ? Classic
Pattern ….. screaming fast 60 size models from the 70’s,
two up at a time, all that was missing was the corduroy, the
ﬂared pants, and the bad hair styles. Seeing 3 juniors
placing 1, 2 and 3 in Clubman Pattern. Oh, and seeing the
look on the soaring guys faces when they found out we
had a coﬀee caravan at RC1 all day, on the only day that
was cold and windy. Priceless.

the NZRCAA calendar. I’m getting pretty good at
delivering this Aerobatics Intro session now, ﬁrst we run
through the Clubman sequence with a plane on a stick,
giving a break down on each maneuver. Then it’s ﬂown it
with a really old bent and twisted 60 size model the “Kwik
Fli” to prove that you can in fact get around Clubman with
a budget low wing sport model. The day usually ends with
a session on model setup. So many questions !! If your
Club has a few guys that would like to progress their ﬂying
skills from just circuits with the odd random loop / roll
thrown in, get in touch with the SIG.

Our AGM at the Nats saw a remit voted in. The Clubman
sequence now has the rectangular approach reinstated.
Following the 3 turn spin, the pilot gets a “free pass” down
wind. The Rectangular Approach starts on centre, ﬂying
upwind. After the rectangle, at a height of approx. 2m it
becomes the landing. So all you clubman guys, it’s time to
get your rectangles on. Refer to the NZRCAA website for
the full details. Why have we brought this back in ? From
time to time we see some “crazy landing approaches”
from the newbies. The rectangle ensures you do a proper
circuit and line up for landing correctly. Once you move on
from Clubman, it will hopefully have become a good habit.
On the subject of Clubman, there was some discussion at
the AGM on possibly making some changes to the current
sequence. It’s been going for a long time, and it has all the
elements. But some say it’s harder than Basic IMAC. A
task force was setup to look into this throughout the year
and report back. If you are a Clubman ﬂyer past or
present, we welcome your comments. The Clubman
sequence is center ﬁgures only, and an extension of the
Basic and Advanced Power Wings scheme. There are a
few tricky parts to it, but the pilot gets a chance to take a
breather between maneuvers, line up and get set for the
next one. Basic IMAC might have some simpler ﬁgures,
but it’s 10 strung together with no break. For an absolute
newbie, Clubman is the one to start with.

Which leads me onto this months trimming tips. Last time I
covered CG setup. 25% to 30% MAC is the magic spot,
and there is an easy online tool you can use. We’ve done
this practical test at the recent intro sessions, with a tape
measure, the online app, across a bunch of randomly
selected models. There always seems to be one model
that’s either really nose heavy, or really tail heavy. If you
missed the CG tips info, ﬁnd the last magazine on the
MFNZ website and read up.

Right about now we would have been hosting an F3A
Trans Tasman, but obviously that has been put on the
back burner. As for the F3A World Champs scheduled for
USA this year, we shall see what eventuates.
Nationals Trophies – It seems we have lost our RC
Novice Aerobatics Cup. Last seen in the mid 2000’s, we
think it went missing after at a South Island Nats. So a
new cup has been purchased, and will be back dated as
far as we can, we have results back to around 1980.
Thanks to Paul Tomlinson and Derek Whelan who at the
AGM both pledged some funding to get this trophy for
Clubman Aerobatics, and a new Expert Pattern trophy in
the pipeline for the next Nationals.
North Shore MAC – I ran an aerobatics intro day up there
in mid February. Good turnout and some keen guys. We
will look at running a one day Aerobatics event there very
soon, so “north of the bombay’s” people, keep an eye on
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Ok, so this time … Side Thrust. People are always asking
me, Bogan … how much side thrust do you run. My usual
technical answer is “yep … some”. Back in the late 90’s
when Baldrick and I went to the TOC in Las Vegas, we
would spend ages messing about with side thrust on our
big 42% Extra 260’s. More washers. Less washers. That’s
perfect, it’s going up perfectly straight now boss. Let’s try
another prop. Oh dear, can you take the cowl oﬀ again ?
Baldrick was busy on them spanners till we got it just right.
Around 2005 I was practicing a lot under the guidance of
Mike Johnson. What he didn’t know about trimming an
aerobatic model, wasn’t worth knowing. We were oﬀ to
France for the F3A World Champs, and Mike was going as
our Judge. One Sunday night I get a call from Mike ….
How’s the new model going Bogan ? … yep its going great
Mike … the thing is on rails … in fact today it was dead
calm, and you know what, I found I need 10 grams of lead
on my right wing tip, I’m down to the ﬁnal stages of
trimming this thing, I can taste the fresh croissants and
already !!! Mike says “Bogan … you can forget about that
French bread, you’ve got too much side thrust”, I’ll see
you next weekend, we need to ﬁx it. What on earth are you
talking about Mike ? “Trust me Bogan” he says, in his un
mistakable Mike Johnson accent. Well mid week, Mike
scans and emails me a trimming article he had in his
archives, about how too much side thrust can make your
model ﬂy like it’s got a heavy left wing. Wow … who would
have thought ? All sorts of theories around the eﬀects of
side thrust on gyroscopic procession, P factor etc. So we
make some changes to the side thrust. 20 years of trusty
“3 degrees is right” went out the window. We set it at 1
degree. You could hardly see the side thrust, in fact it
looked like zero. That’s not going to work I said, it’s going
to pull to the left like crazy !! I’ll need a heap of throttle to
rudder mix to make it ﬂy straight. Mike your cheese is
sliding right oﬀ the cracker this time old mate. Well it
Model Flying World

worked alright. And what a diﬀerence it made. The throttle
to rudder mix we needed ended up being minimal.
This is called the “upline mix”. Mix throttle to right rudder.
At full throttle stick, 2% or 3 % is all you need, so a little
“right” rudder comes in. At half stick and below, there is no
mix, the rudder needs to stays straight. Now when I say
“the rudder stays straight below half throttle”, you need to
do this by standing back a few metres from the tail end of
your model. Get your eye down near the ground. Look at
the trailing edge of the rudder in relation to the fuselage,
as if you are about to take a snooker shot with a pool
queue. Trim it so it’s centered. Ignore the ﬁn to rudder
counterbalance if you have one. Unless you built the
model yourself, and you are a master builder (or if you
spent a lot of $$$ on a really nice ARF), the rudder
counterbalance probably won’t line up with the ﬁn when
the rudder is actually centered. So ignore it. Get the
trailing edge of the rudder trimmed straight when looking
from behind.
Now to the ﬂying ﬁeld. Pull vertical to an upline, with the
wings dead level before you start. Do it a few times, then
adjust the mix. Just give it another 0.5 % either way in your
TX till it doesn’t pull left, or right, and it goes straight up as
best as you can get it. Quick and easy. No more messing
about with the cowl oﬀ, jamming in washers. A calm day is
the best time to do this, or make sure you aren’t doing it
side on to the wind.
Ever found that when you are ﬂying inverted, and you
push around an outside radius like a half loop, you need a

heap of left Rudder to stay online ? Too much right thrust.
Since this revelation, I’ve been using less side thrust on all
my setups. 1.5 to 2 degrees. The less the better. If you are
ﬂying a 3 blade prop, you will need a bit more rudder mix to
get it straight, compared to a 2 blade. Guys ﬂying Contra
setups run ZERO side thrust. Its cheating !! They will be
all laughing when they read this I’m sure.
Here is your home work … if you have an aerobatic model,
maybe a 50cc IMAC machine, give this a try. Get a tape
measure. Set the prop horizontal. Run the tape from the
prop tip to the top of the ﬁn, on both left and right sides.
Calculate the diﬀerence. Now do some basic “Trig” using
that measurement, and the prop size (in mm not inches !!),
to ﬁnd the side thrust angle you are actually running.
Boomers you can ﬁnd the formula for this in your old text
books from school. Snowﬂakes and millennials, don’t
worry you can use an angles app on your phone. I bet
some of you out there have over 3 degrees. Try taking
some out, a little at a time, and running an upline mix as
described. It sure was a watershed moment for me,
Thanks Mike J !!
Ok, Aerobatics events coming up near you ? By the time
you have read this, we will have just held the “Rumble” at
the end of Feb in Awatoto. Next is Highbrook MAC – 14th
March, and then Hamilton MAC 27th March. For you
southerners, Norsewood on 1st / 2nd May. Also JR Airsail
at Pukekawa/Mercer on 16th May. Plus we hope to have
another Galatea weekend before June too.
Till next time, Frazer

LARGE
LARGE MODEL EVENTS
North Shore MAC
10th & 11th April 2021
Robert Berger

nsmac.team@gmail.com

Matamata-Piako MAC
1st & 2nd May 2021
Graham Loveridge

loveridgef@xtra.co.nz

Non - members are welcome
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Vintage
SIG
The 73rd Nationals
What happens when you get a group of like minded
persons with a lot of “Old” model aircraft together, you
have a bunch of fun. And so it was at the 73rd MFNZ
Nationals held at Carterton this January. The weather was
reasonably kind, ﬂyable most time though challenging on
occasions. One minutes the uplift could be massive and
hard to get the plane down and the next ﬂight could be
down all the way ! But over the day, things evened out as
we all suﬀered the same conditions. The entries on paper
looked good, but for whatever reason, the participation
was limited. In Vintage RC there were 136 entries across
15 classes, three of which classes didn’t get ﬂown and
only 61 participating entries were made. However, for
those who did front up, the competition was good and the
results rewarding.
Congratulations to our Vintage
Champion once again, Allan Knox now from Christchurch
and to all the worthy winners of the multitudinous classes.
The full results are on the MFNZ website at……….
https://www.modelﬂyingnz.org/Admin/Event_Results_D
etail.php?eventdisp=All
A competition such as this would not be possible without
the services of a CD, and I can’t sing the praises loud
enough for our Vintage CD and SIG Chairman Don
Mossop from Katikati who not only ran the contest for ﬁve
days, on the ﬁeld from start to ﬁnish every day, competed
himself, helped others, and also arrived two days early to
mow the ﬂying circle for us all to enjoy. A sterling eﬀort
Don, thank you from us all. (Hip, Hip, Hooray x3 !)
Once again we were fortunate to have the services of
Ross Gray our local (well Manawatu) photographer who
has caught much of our activity on ﬁlm. Unfortunately I’m
not up to speed on all the names and aircraft so I’ll let the
pictures tell the story of some of the Vintage SIG’s
participation.

Stalwart, Allan Knox with one of his Lancers.

Sports Cabin event.

Headquarters with Don in attendance in the only shady spot on
the ﬁeld, got a bit crowded on occasions.

Don Mossop, timed my Super Slicker ﬂight.
Caught on camera during the Vintage
Precision contest, from left, Don Mossop, Allan
Knox, Ian Munro, Stu Hubbard, Brian Treloar,
Phil Pierpoint, David Thornley, Barrie Russell
& Alan Baker.
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Allan Knox, our Vintage Champion, and also after presenting the
NDC certiﬁcates, he held the best till last and awarded himself the
Certiﬁcate for NDC Champion 2020. A very worthy result for one who
promotes, records and puts so much time into the NDC competition
as well as competing to the ‘nth degree. Congratulations Alan.
All in all another excellent Nationals, the timing of which I think was
more suitable this year though we all know that it will never suit
everyone. There is a call out from the Vintage SIG for input into next
year’s Nats Program. Refer to AVANZ #181 page 13 .........
https://www.modelﬂyingnz.org/sigs/Vintage/AVANZ_News_181.pdf
Please give it some thought from those of you who might attend. For
my part, I think four days, with the ﬁrst full day being given to FF is a
better option. I also think the AGM would be better attended if it were
held early in the proceedings and cups and certiﬁcates handed out
daily at the ﬁeld.
NDC is up and running again, and I join Allan in encouraging
members to have a go. There are plenty of competition classes that
can be ﬂown under 400 feet, so if height is an issue at your club, it
needn’t stop you. The competitions are fun, they give you a yardstick
and they demonstrate to other club members the joys of building and
ﬂying RC Vintage, the best PR message we can get across. It doesn’t
have to be all about winning, but having a go and getting a score on
the board. The NDC Calendar and Rules are available at MFNZ
website https://www.modelﬂyingnz.org/NDC.html
The following information about this year’s National Championships, I
have copied (Stolen) directly from Bernard’s excellent rendition in
AVANZ News Jan #181. Important info and I see no point in reinventing the wheel, thank you Bernard !

www. Kapitiaeromodellersclub.org.nz
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2021 NZ Vintage Championships Programme
Jan. 10-31 FF Vintage Precision, Vintage Glider,
Nostalgia Glider
Feb. 20-21 RC Airsail at Pukekawa
Feb. 1-28
FF Vintage Power, Nostalgia Power,
Nostalgia Rubber, Classic Rubber
Mar. 6-7
RC Levin - concurrent with Gareth Newton
Mar. 13-14 RC Christchurch at The Willows
Mar. 20-21 RC Ngatea Blackfeet Fliers
Mar. 1-31
FF Classic Glider, Vintage Rubber
Apr. 10-11 RC Awatoto
Apr. 17-18 RC Tuakau - to be conﬁrmed
Apr. 17-18 RC Christchurch at The Willows
Apr. 1-30
FF Nos 1/2A / Min Replica, Classic Power
May 1-31
FF Vintage Power, Vintage Precision,
Nostalgia Rubber
May 8-9
RC Levin - concurrent with Bob Burling
Jun. 1-30
FF Vintage HLG, Vintage CAT, Nostalgia
Power, Classic Rubber
Championship Free Flight events marked in italics may
be ﬂown twice during their scheduled month.
Championship Radio Control events are not limited to two
entries and may be ﬂown at every meeting.

SCORING.
Each entrant's ﬁrst score in each class is recorded and is
then updated if a higher score is attained at a subsequent
meeting.
CHAMPIONS.
First, a Champion is declared in each class. Then, using
the Nationals points system, the ﬂier with the highest RC
points total is named VRC Champion; the ﬂier with the
highest FF points total is named VFF Champion; and the
ﬂier with the highest aggregate of RC and FF points is
named Overall Vintage Champion.
At this point May I put in a plug for the April “Awatoto”
Round of the Championships. We are highly
motivated and organised, the Danger Zone height
limit is already arranged, the beautiful Hawkes Bay
weather organised and the ﬁeld/site and facilities are
looking a picture. There is lots to do for your better
halves here in the Bay, so why not make it a long
weekend, shops and wineries and attractions
aplenty. We will have a number of private billets
available, to help reduce your costs and increase the
conviviality, more on that nearer the time. Mark the
date on your calendar now and come and have a great
, fun, Vintage weekend. See you in the Bay -- April
10th & 11th +.

This year's Championship is a little diﬀerent to previous
Vintage RC Championships. Check that you understand
its operation with the summary below.

Operation of the 2021 V I N TA G E
CHAMPIONSHIPS.
TIMING.
10th January to 30th June. The 10th January start keeps
National scores separate.
ENTRY.
Open to members of MFNZ.
RC CONTENT.
Entrants may ﬂy in any of the 16 RC classes at as many of
the RC contests (listed on page three) as they choose to
attend. Each entrant’s best score in each class is
recorded in the ﬁnal results.
FF CONTENT.
Each of the 14 FF classes listed on page three may be
ﬂown twice for the Championships. The months in which
these Championship events are ﬂown match the MFNZ
programme of NDC events. To the end of June, some FF
events appear only once on the MFNZ programme for
NDC. These events are shown in italics on the
Championship programme on page three, and may be reentered once in the speciﬁed month for the purpose of
bettering Championship scores. However, second
attempts cannot be used to better NDC scores.
CHAMPIONSHIP / NDC.
VRC Championship classes may sometimes coincide
with the MFNZ's programme for NDC. If this is so, you
may choose to forward your Championship scores to the
NDC Recording Oﬃcer. VFF Championship classes all
coincide with the MFNZ programme for NDC, so scores
may be entered in both the Championship and NDC.
Each ﬂier forwards his own scores to the NDC Recording
Oﬃcer.
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The 73rd MFNZ NATIONALS this year embraced the
induction of our very own WAYNE CARTWRIGHT into
the MFNZ HALL of FAME 2021. A very worthy recipient
in recognition of a near life time of indulgence in and
service to our Model Aviation movement.
Again quoting Mr Scott in AVANZ, “The NZ Vintage
movement is very fortunate to have such a motivator in
the form of Wayne Cartwright.”
Congratulations Wayne, I’m sure we have a few more
years of your motivation to look forward to and beneﬁt
from. Ed.

Model Flying World

A ﬁnal montage from the Vintage Nats per
favour of Ross Gray’s camera.
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Future Nationals Competitions:
Going forward, in light of the mid air, we will need to make
some changes as I am sure that the general consensus
will not be in favour of running two ﬂight lines to get
through the ﬂying programme.
In theory, we have available 540 minutes of ﬂying time
available in the two half days we currently have allocated.
At an average of 9 minutes per ﬂight, it only allows for 20
entries to get 3 ﬂights. That’s reasonably optimistic but
achievable if it all goes well.
We have several options that we could consider. They are
as follows, but not limited to:
•
Push for an extra half day should the entry be over
20 entries.
•
Limit entries to ﬂying in one class only to reduce
numbers
•
Limit the entries to genuine scale models only – (no
IMAC type models, again to limit the
entry to 20)
•
Look at the option of ﬂying oﬀ another site should
one be available.
The SIG committee would welcome any constructive
alternatives to these options – please feel free to call us. If
we do not make changes then we may well go back to the
bad old days when it wasn’t possible to complete the
competition and thus the event would be void.

The value of old magazines:
Recently I was given a bunch of old scale model
magazines – these were mainly from the UK and many of
them I already have in my collection. These dated back to
the mid 1980’s and it got me thinking that there is still
some value in these publications. They contained many
articles on “how to do” projects and while the techniques
may have been superseded by modern radio
functionality, laser cutting or 3D printing, nevertheless
they oﬀer an insight into looking at alternative way of
constructing detail, covering options or installation of
radio gear. Many of the early magazines contained 3
views or obscure aircraft - things like the Handley Page
Gugnunc, something I have never heard of but was an
entrant in a competition promoting safe aeroplanes –
minimum ﬂying speed of 33 mph! There was also an
article on making accurate wheels for those inclined to do
so. So before you chuck out those magazines you have,
March 2021

or not bothering to look at the magazines that might be
stored in someone’s garage, could I ask you to give them
a once over – you might ﬁnd something of value to you or
your fellow scale modellers.

NZ Scale Champion Trophy.
We need to include the criteria for this award in our rules,
currently it is worked out based on a formula within the
Nationals scoring programme that is not as we currently
measure. As we ﬂy three diﬀerent competitions
eﬀectively, we need a fairer system to calculate the
winner over the 3 classes. We are proposing that we use
a system similar to that used in Aerobatics whereby the
raw scores are imported into a formula that creates a
percentage based on the theoretical maximum score of
each class – using this method , you can determine a
winner. This means that a novice ﬂying exceptionally well,
can win this trophy.
We propose the following addition to our rule set:
Calculation of RC Scale Champion at the Nationals. The
champion points are your best two ﬂights as a percentage
(of maximum possible points) for Novice, Intermediate or
F4H.
We will email a voting form out shortly for interested
parties to vote on.
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Upcoming events
Mar.

President:
Kevin Botherway (Hawkes Bay) – 0275570470
Secretary/Treasurer:
David James (PN) – 06 3543452, 0272447782
Committee:
Aneil Patel (Auckland), Dave Griﬃn
(Christchurch), Joe Wurts (Hawkes Bay), John
Shaw (Timaru), Allan Knox (Wellington) & Peter
Williams (Paraparaumu)
Soaring SIG email:
nzsoaringtc@hotmail.com
News & info: ..........................................
http://www.modelﬂyingnz.org/sigs/soaring.html
Facebook;
NZ Soaring SIG & NZ R/C Soaring.
Postal address:
41 Chippendale Crescent, Palmerston North.
4412

From your Soaring SIG
Welcome to 2021. We trust you have had a
good start to the year.
Please go to. https://www.modelﬂyingnz.org
/sigs/soaring.html to check you have the latest
NZ Soaring rule book and Soaring calendar.
The Soaring calendar dated 12/01/21 has a
typo. The F5J in the December is in Timaru and
not Christchurch as was listed.

NDC Event #407, F3K Tasks B,D,G,H only (total raw
scores)
Mar.
NDC Event #408, ALES 200 Class M (Scoring per
3.13.7)
Mar.
NDC Event #409, ALES Radian Class P
Mar. 4
Soarchamps - F3B - Christchurch
Mar. 5
Soarchamps - PD & Radian - Christchurch
Mar. 6
Soarchamps - F5J - Christchurch
Mar. 7
Soarchamps - PD - Christchurch
Mar. 20-21 F3K Round 1 NI Series Hawkes Bay
Mar. 26-28 Aerotow - TECT Park Tauranga
Apr.
NDC Event #410, Thermal J (2,4,6,8,10)
Apr.
NDC Event #411, ALES Radian Class P
Apr.
NDC Event #412, FAI F5J, 4 Rds (Total Raw Scores)
Apr. 23-25 Aerotow - Hawkes Bay
May
NDC Event #413, Thermal D (F500)
May
NDC Event #414, Thermal B (10 min)
May
NDC Event #415, ALES 123 Class N
May 8-9
F3B Round 2 NI Series - Hawkes Bay
May 28-30 Aerotow Hawkes Bay
Jun.
NDC Event #416, ALES 200 Class M (Scoring per
3.13.7)
Jun.
NDC Event #417, F3K Tasks B,D,G,H only (total raw
scores)
Jun.
NDC Event #418, ALES Radian Class P
Jun. 5-6
F3K Round 2 NI Series - Levin
Jun. 18-20 Aerotow Hawkes Bay
Jul.
NDC Event #419, Thermal H (2 metre Glider)
Jul.
NDC Event #420, Thermal A (Open)
Jul.
NDC Event #421, FAI F5J, 4 Rds (Total Raw Scores)
Jul.
NDC Event #422, ALES 123 Class N
Jul. 10-11 F3B Round 3 NI Series - Hawkes Bay
Aug.
NDC Event #423, Thermal B (10 min)
Aug.
NDC Event #424, X5J Unlimited Class O
Aug. 28-29 NI Electric FAI F5J, Hawkes Bay
Dec. 3-5 SI Electric FAI F5J, Timaru.

We will hold our Soaring AGM Zoom meeting
online to increase participation from around the
country, date and link to be advised via MFNZ
email.
National Radian Month will be April. Clubs are
invited to join this National event by organising a
Radian ﬂy-in (other electric foam gliders also
welcome). It is suggested an invitation be
extended to other local clubs and to non club
members to oﬀer an opportunity to join in the fun
and see the value of club membership. Local
‘experts’ could talk about thermal ﬂying, landing
approaches etc and perhaps a short contest
might be ﬂown. There is a NDC ALES Radian
listed for April so this is an opportunity to send in
your scores.
A set of Provisional Class Q - NZ F5K Rules are
completed and will be released for NZ use. At
this year's nationals several electric launched
D L Gs were ﬂown as a separate group
alongside the F3K competition. The same will
be done at the NZ Soar Champs. Check the
MFNZ website for the latest rulebook.
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A F5J WC trial will be held at the NZ Soarchamps in Christchurch
on March 5th to establish a team for the 2021 World Champs.
Whether the Champs actually go ahead and travel is permissible
by then is currently unknown.

NZ Soarchamps 2021
The 2021 Soarchamps were held in Christchurch on 4th to 7th
March. Events were F3B, F3J & ALES200, Radian, F5J, and F3K &
F5K. Watch for the write up in the next Fliers World.
Model Flying World

Soaring @ the 73rd National
Championships
The National Champs Soaring
programme ran from Mon Jan 4th to Fri
Jan 8. As always a great few days
Soaring and great camaraderie. See
elsewhere in this MFW for the Nats
Soaring write-up.

Soaring SIG Rules update for F5K
The Soaring SIG have added a new set
of provisional rules for a new discipline
F5K :
See Pages 42- 52 13.16 CLASS Q: NZ
F5K (Hand Launch Electric Glider) PROVISIONAL
For NDC the ﬁrst 4 tasks will be used.
This event is a multi task contest where
the RC gliders must start and land in a
speciﬁc Launch- and Landing area and
perform speciﬁc tasks.
For a copy of the revised rules please
download from the MFNZ website
https://www.modelﬂyingnz.org/docs/co
mprules/S05-Soar-F5K.pdf
or it's under the SIGs tile / Soaring tile
and there's a link under the NZ Soaring
2021 section
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Rob Wallace

2021

North Island
Free Flight Champs

SIG Chairman

The 2021 National Championships had a great turnout of
competitors and some reasonably good but scorching
weather. It was great to see some Female Flyers in
Aggregate and doing quite well. Helen Gray was seen
putting up a stirling eﬀort for her ﬁrst time ﬂying Aggregate,
starting her motor with plenty of advice from the sidelines,
and retrieving well with a big smile on her face.
The program has worked reasonably well for the last 2
years and the SIG has already discussed some minor
improvements for next time back at Carterton in 2022.
Len Drabble has proposed some variation to Aggregate
with further discussion re logistics required.
A Mammoth eﬀort has been put in to the promotion of the
Fantastik Atalar P.30 model that was donated by Rob
Wallace and built by David Ackery who test ﬂew it straight
after Aggregate to the ‘Awh’ of the crowd. Thanks to all
those who contributed to the Raﬄe and promotion of P.30.
The Drawn winner was Alec Fuller from New Plymouth
and already there has been interest from other people in
P.30 since that win. The FFONZ Shop has full and Short
kits available. The next promotion is being discussed by
the SIG but is most likely to be some subsidised Hand
Launch Glider or Catapult Launch Glider models. Watch
this Space!
The Result of 2 Remits regarding E.36 has seen both
Remits being passed in Favour and so the rules will be
updated on the Website Shortly.

Friday 16th to Sunday 18th April
8am start - 4pm nish
Raynor’s Farm, Gladstone Road
Carterton
Friday
7.45am Safety brieﬁng and House rules
Open Rubber
Open Power
3 x 180
Open Glider
Vintage Duration Combined
3 x 180
E 36
3 x 120

Saturday
Kiwi Power
Nostalgia
P30
Combined Catapult/HLG/TLG

3 x 120
3 x 180
3 x 120
6 x 60

Sunday
Mini Combined
(Coup/1/2a power/A1)
Classic Duration
Vintage Precision

3 x 120
3 x 180
3 x 90

Remit 1 is to limit 2 cell Lipos to nominal Voltage of 7.4
volts ( ie not Lihi batteries ).
Remit 2 is to allow motor runs to be able to be pre timed on
the ground and the battery may be changed after
veriﬁcation of the run time.

pwsquires@gmail.com

The FF Sig has updated the rules to be Gender Neutral by
using the word Competitor instead. Also it has modiﬁed a
rule regarding maxes that could have been misinterpreted
to meaning a zero score uif you went over the maximum
time.
At The FF SIG AGM Robert Wallace, David Ackery, Paul
Squires and Kevin Barnes were re elected as well as the
return of Bill Long. The Secretary's job is going to be
shared in the SIG but correspondance can come to me at
ﬀonzrjw@gmail.com
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Central Area
Free Flight Trials

2021

Bill Long has been instrumental in the return of the South
Island Championships and long may it continue.
Hopefully a ﬂyer is included in this magazine and will also
be on the FFONZ Facebook page and on the Website.
The Dates are 24th and 25th July.
The North Island Free Flight Championships is also
coming up and also a ﬂyer will be out there. The Dates are
16th - 18th July. Both are great events, so plan now!
There are a couple of FAI related proposals re F1b rubber
winding in a Flyoﬀ and the Launching method of F1A
gliders. These have been discussed with current trialists
and will be replied to the authors of the proposals. The
Next Ciam Meeting is going to be done by video link so it
may allow others to watch.
The Free ﬂight World Championships are planned for
later this year but the Current Covid Situation has made it
so noone from New Zealand is willing to attend. Current
trials scores from 2020 are being added to 2021 trials to
select a team for possibly 2022 but in reality until this virus
is well and truly sorted we may not travel overseas for
some time. In the meantime , keep trialling.

Feb
Mar
May
Jun
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec

20th
27th
22nd
5th
25th
30th
27th
11th

rain date
rain date
rain date
rain date
rain date
rain date
rain date
rain date

21st
28th
23rd
6th
26th
31st
28th
12th

Flown at Raynors Farm, Gladstone Road, Carterton
Start time approx 0800
pwsquires@gmail.com

There is also a plan to hold an indoor F1D World
Championships in Romainia but again Covid is
jeopardizing that!

Championships and win events but cant stay for the
prizegiving please organise before hand someone to
collect and deliver your trophies, plaques etc. It can be an
absolute nightmare to deliver them afterwards.

Nationals trophies were all presented for the Free Flight
SIG but some of the new ones are yet to be photographed
and recorded. If you do compete at a National

The Free Flight SIG Trailer is currently residing at my
place in Hastings and if gear is needed from it for a
contest, I am happy to arrange it's availability.

NZ team for the FF World Champs –
France 2021
The 2021 Nats at Carterton concluded our team trials
year. The following people have qualiﬁed for the NZ
team.

with, the FF SIG has determined that if the 2021
World Champs is postponed to 2022 the following
method will apply

F1A – Antony Koerbin , Rob Wallace
F1B – Roger Morrell, Paul Squires, David Ackery

1. All current trials scores made in the 2020 trials
year will count.
2. And in addition, trials score may be made in the
2021 trials year, concluding with the FAI events at
the Nats January 2022.

However discussions have shown that with the
current state of the Covid virus these people are not
keen to try to get to France and then back home
again.
There is considerable speculation of whether the
World Champs will in fact happen. As I write this in
January 2021 the World Champs is still scheduled for
August 14-21, and we expect the organizers to give a
decision of go/no go 3 months before this date. There
are high degrees of uncertainty in every way and
speculation that the 2021 World Champs could get
postponed to 2022. If that were to happen we are
faced with the question of how we then select the NZ
team. These are totally unique circumstances, so to
give people clarity and some certainly they can work

March 2021

This has several useful features, it does not invalidate
any current trials made in good faith in 2020, but it
does allow new people to enter the process and take
part during 2021. Therefore any people with an
interest in this are advised that they should consider
now, in the normal way, organising and advertising
trials dates in 2021.
David Ackery
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Recording Ofcer’s Report Allan
Knox

NDC

Another year over and done and we are into 2021’s NDC
Calendar. The NDC page has everything loaded and
open for business. We have added the date to the event
name to help you select the correct one as this has been a
source of error.
Last year’s full results are linked on the NDC page at
http://www.modelﬂyingnz.org/NDC.html

NDC RESULTS

Photo: Ross Gray

NDC is all about ﬂying with your mates. All these guys
have ﬂown NDC regularly together throughout the years
and teamed up to ﬂy 1/2A Texaco at the Nats. The model
is a 1/2A Texaco Playboy ﬂown by Stew Cox, with engine
borrowed from Allan Knox and fuel brewed by Bryan
Treloar. Photo: Ross Gray.

Allan Knox,
12 Halladale Rd, Papakowhai, Porirua, 5014.
allan.j.knox@gmail.com 021 747 950

A summary is proved below along with the last of the 2020’s results.
Club
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Christchurch M A C Inc
Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc
Marlborough Associated Modelers Inc
New Plymouth M A C Inc
Whangarei Model Aircraft Club Inc
Auckland Free Flight Club
Wellington M A C Inc
Hamilton Model Aero Club Inc
Feilding Model Flying Circle
Palmerston North Aeroneers Inc

Individual placings 2020
1
Allan Knox 187.8
2
Joe Wurts 131.8
3
Kevin Botherway
4
Garry Morgan
5
Rex Ashwell
6
Dave Griﬃn
7
Phil Elvy 83.5
8
Barrie Russell
9
Dave Jackson
10
Carl McMIllan
Vintage 2020
1
Allan Knox 75
2
Barrie Russell
3
Brett Robinson
4
Stan Nicholas
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120.8
114.5
110.5
107.5
72
69
61

70
37
32

597.8
503.7
445.5
268.5
120
104
99
65
62.5
39

5
6
7
8
9
10=
10=

Sean McCurrie
Lynn Rodway
D Mossop
Bryan Treloar
Dave Jackson
John Ryan
Stu Grant

27
26
20
17
12
9
9

Free Flight 2020
1
Dave Jackson
2
Alec Fuller
3
Allan Lawrence
4=
Lynn Rodway
4=
Stew Morse
6=
Kay Long
6=
Paul Squires
8
Kevin Barnes
9
Bill Long
10= Chris Murphy
10= Allan Knox
10= Rod Brown

57
34
28.5
26
26
22
22
21.5
21
18
18
18

Soaring 2020
1
Joe Wurts
2
Kevin Botherway
3
Garry Morgan
4
Rex Ashwell
5
Dave Griﬃn
6
Allan Knox

131.8
120.8
114.5
110.5
107.5
94.8

7
8
9
10

Phil Elvy
Carl McMillan
Andrew Hiscock
John Shaw 51

83.5
61
58.1

Control Line 2020
1
Andrew Robinson
2
Graeme Christie
3
Andrew Hanson
4
Steve Hanson
5
Rod Brown
6
Alec Fuller
7
Don Robinson
8=
Rob Wallace
8=
Robert Bolton
10
Brendan Robinson

48
30.5
28
24
22.5
12
10
8
8
5

Pylon 2020
1
R Stone
2
L Crook
3
A Wright
4
G Duncan
5
G Mercer
6=
N Craighead
6=
L King

7
6
5
4
3
2
2
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NDC was again well supported with over 700 entries in 2020. A bit
down on last year’s Record entry but very good when you consider
ﬁelds were closed with Covid 19 for several weeks. Well done to all of
you for getting out and giving it a go.

NDC Results 2nd Nov to 1 Dec 2020
Coupe d'Hiver
1
Stew Morse

Christchurch M A C Inc

170

Catapult Launched Glider
1
Alec Fuller
New Plymouth M A C Inc
2
Rod Brown
New Plymouth M A C Inc
3
Allan Knox
Christchurch M A C Inc
4
Lynn Rodway
Christchurch M A C Inc
5
Stew Morse
Christchurch M A C Inc
6
Matt Fairey
New Plymouth M A C Inc

216
215
199
183
132
116

RC Vintage E Rubber Texaco
1
Allan Knox
Christchurch M A C Inc
2
Barrie Russell
Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc
3
David Crook
Hamilton Model Aero Club Inc
4
Tony Gribble
Aucklandsoar

4201
2879
1878
1421

RC Vintage 1/2E Texaco
1
Allan Knox
2
Barrie Russell
3
Brett Robinson
4
Stu Grant
5
Lynn Rodway

Christchurch M A C Inc
Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc
Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc
Christchurch M A C Inc
Christchurch M A C Inc

2044
1745
1514
1365
878

F3K Tasks B,D,G
1
Joe Wurts
2
Kevin Botherway
3
Andrew Hiscock
4
Kevin Campbell

Model Flying Hawkes Bay
Model Flying Hawkes Bay
Model Flying Hawkes Bay
Model Flying Hawkes Bay

2185.5
2088.9
1700.1
1506.4

ALES 200 Class M
1
Joe Wurts
2
Kevin Botherway
3
Dave Griﬃn
4
Peter France
5
Andrew Hiskock
6
Brett Robinson
7
Anton Nikoloﬀ
8
Garry Morgan
9
Barrie Russell
10
Rex Ashwell
12
Phil Elvy
13
Ian Harvey
14
Allan Knox
15
Carl McMillan
16
Jayden Molloy
17
Phil Sparrow
18
Mike Shears

Model Flying Hawkes Bay
2599
Model Flying Hawkes Bay
2597
Christchurch M A C Inc
2440
Christchurch M A C Inc
2426
Model Flying Hawkes Bay
2351
Model Flying Hawkes Bay
2232
Kaiapoi M A C (INC)
2197
Marlborough Associated Modelers 2166
Model Flying Hawkes Bay
1994
Marlborough Associated Modelers 1975
Marlborough Associated Modelers 1963
Christchurch M A C Inc
1881
Christchurch M A C Inc
1880
Marlborough Associated Modelers 1838
Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc
1513
Marlborough Associated Modelers 1438
Model Flying Hawkes Bay
1240

Thermal H (2 M )
1
Allan Knox
2
Ian Harvey

Christchurch M A C Inc
Christchurch M A C Inc

1683
481

Records
We have two new records. One from the Nats in 2020 that was missed
and one from the Nats this year.
Congratulation to the record holders.
Speed Class 1 Open
Jan 2021 Nationals
A. Hamilton 19.62 secs NOCLASS
Speed Class 5 Open
Jan 2021 Nationals A. Robinson10.16 secs New Plymouth MAC

nsmac.team.org.nz
QUALIFICATIONS REQUIRED
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64. Airsail Model Aviation Club
John Danks
299 Native Road, Pukekawa.
RD1, TUAKAU 2696
09 233 4014
airsailmac@airsail.co.nz
3. Ashburton M.A.C.
Brian Mitchell
29 Bridge Street, Netherby
ASHBURTON 7700
03 308 3207
bk.mitch@xtra.co.nz
79. Ashhurst Model Fliers (Inc)
Mike Bron
mbron@xtra.co.nz
www.amf.org.nz
48. Auckland Free Flight Club
Gerald Wimmer
2241 Kaipara Coast Highway,
Kakanui R.D.4
WARKWORTH 0984
09 420 4429
fly.kakanui@gmail.com
4. Auckland M.A.C.(Inc)
Mike Fairgray
3 Kanohi Terrace, Mangere Bridge
AUCKLAND 2022
09 636 8439
amacsecretary@outlook.com
77. Aucklandsoar (Inc)
Ted Bealing
36 Ripon Crescent, Meadowbank
AUCKLAND 1072
09 528 3720 ted@pl.net
35. Blenheim Model Aero Club
Murray Herd
70A Redwood Street
BLENHEIM 7201
03 578 9199 mherdz@xtra.co.nz
http:/www.bmac.org.nz
49.Bush Fliers M.A.C.
Sandra Hall
06 354 5749
sandrahallsmocking@gmail.com
8. Cambridge Model Aero Club
Wayne Cartwright
8 Mirbeck Avenue
CAMBRIDGE 3434
07 949 4072 or 022 153 4679
rwcartwright4@gmail.com
82. Central Districts Silent Flight
David James
41 Chippendale Crescent, Highbury
PALMERSTON NORTH 4412
06 354 3452 jamesdj@slingshot.co.nz
2. Central Otago Model Fliers
David Burke
117 Centennial Avenue
ALEXANDRA
03 448 6919 avenue.motel@xtra.co.nz
9. Christchurch M.A.C. (Inc)
Ian Harvey
55A Lochee Road, Upper Riccarton
CHRISTCHURCH 8041
03 348 8206 harveyi@plantwise.co.nz

16. Far North R/C Fliers
Alan Walker
PO Box 233
PAIHIA
021 943 651 alanwalkerboi@gmail.com
38. Feilding Model Flying Circle
Des Richards
06 324 0007 desr2727@gmail.com
13. Gisborne Model Aeroplane Club
Phil Goodwin
29 Fisher Place, Lytton West
GISBORNE
06 868 4706 pandrg@xtra.co.nz
14. Gore Model Aero Club (Inc)
Peter Salmond
88 Croydon Siding Road, No 6 RD
GORE
03 208 9609 or 027 208 9031
hokpines@actrix.gen.nz
15. Hamilton Model Aero Club (Inc)
Alan Rowson
18A Mahoe St, Melville
HAMILTON 3206
07 843 3889 alan48linda47@gmail.com
17. Hawera M.A.C.
Peter Malcolm
456 Tempsky Road
RD 15 HAWERA 4675
Ph 06 272 6514
peter.maureen@xtra.co.nz
71. Hibiscus Coast Radio Flyers
Henny Remkes
Box 468
Orewa
AUCKLAND 0946
027 441 1484
henny.remkes@gmail.com
36. Highbrook Aeromodellers Club Inc
Arjen Visser
PO Box 48180
Blockhouse Bay
AUCKLAND
021 443 298 info@ham.org.nz

32. Omarama Model Aircraft Club
Donald Selbie
90 Max Smith Drive
P.O. Box 181
TWIZEL
027 435 5516

23. Matamata-Piako M.A.C. Inc
Graeme Giles
105 Beaumaris Boulevard, Bethlehem
TAURANGA 3110
07 5791126

74. Open Skies Radio Flyers
Mat Wellington
Ph 06 278 1066
mat_wellington@yahoo.co.nz

69. McLeans Island Scale Flyers (Inc)
Richard Tier
PO Box 52322
KIRWEE 7543
03 352 0317
tierrich@gmail.com
66. Mercury Bay Aero Club (Inc)
Gary Sarginson
07 8662877
gnjsarg@xtra.co.nz
72. Model Aviation Northland (Inc)
Andreas Gabler
13 Sierra Avenue, Kamo
WHANGAREI 0112
021 242 5099
secretary@modelaviationnorthland.co.nz
www.modelaviationnorthland.co.nz
18. Model Flying Hawkes Bay (Inc)
Brett Robinson
4/209 McLeod Street, Camberley
HASTINGS 4120
06 876 4605
brettrob@orcon.net.nz
24. Nelson Model Aero Club (Inc)
Andrew Reeve
22 Brook Street
NELSON 7010
022 671 7200
nmacsecretary@outlook.com

87. Opotiki M.A.C.
Fred Hassall
PO Box 121
OPOTIKI 3162
07 312 3577
nukubluepack@xtra.co.nz
30. Palmerston North Aeroneers (Inc)
Bruce Withell
withellbruce@gmail.com
66. Palmerston RC Model Flying
Ron Sloan
6 Geelong Street
WAIKOUAITI 9510
03 465 7260
rsloan@xtra.co.nz
31. Papakura Manukau Aeromodellers
Club (Inc)
Ron Wilson
82 Kilkenny Drive, Howick
AUCKLAND 2016
09 274 3221
ronw82@outlook.com
54. Richard Pearse M.A.C.
Peter Harber
9 Gleniti Road
Gleniti
TIMARU 7910
021 140 2643
wardharber@xtra.co.nz

25. New Plymouth M.A.C. (Inc)
Steve Blackman
027 481 2575
shb@xtra.co.nz

34. RNZAF Base Auckland M.A.C.
Mark Corbett
41 West Harbour Drive, West Harbour
AUCKLAND
mark.corbett@nzdf.mil.nz

91. New Zealand Jet Modellers
Association (Inc.)
Rene Redmond
311 Newbury Line, Rd8
PALMERSTON NORTH 4478
021 245 2729 secretary@nzjma.com

42. Rodney Model Aviation Club (Inc)
Hayden Purdy
8 Dorchester Place
OREWA 0931
09 427 5906
hayden@aurium.co.nz

19. Kaiapoi M.A.C. (Inc)
Ross Pepper
29 Sovereign Boulevard
KAIAPOI 7630
021 244 7668
rdpepper29@gmail.com
www.kmac.nz

29. NOCLASS M.A.C.
Adrian Hamilton
9 Red Hill Road
PAPAKURA 2110
ashcustomworks@gmail.com

37. Rotorua M.A.C. (Inc)
Andy Watson
027 485 6553
top.place@xtra.co.nz

96. Kaipara Flats Model Flyers
Mike Andrews
26 Rawhiti Place, Snells Beach
Warkworth
AUCKLAND 0920
09 425 6896 mike@mikeandrews.co.nz

26. North Shore M.A.C. (Inc)
Robert Berger
51A Hibiscus Coast Highway
Silverdale AUCKLAND 0932
021 969 159
nsmac.team@gmail.com
www.nsmac.org.nz

40. Invercargill Radio Fliers - Southland
M.A.C.
Les Greer
38 Coronation Street, Strathern
INVERCARGILL 9812
03 216 8556 l-j@xtra.co.nz

95. Kaitaia Flyers
Peter Bieri
517 West Coast Road, RD 1
AWANUI
021 047 6314 bieribeach@gmail.com

10. Christchurch Radio Fliers Club Inc
Peter Hewson,
307 Avonhead Rd, Avonhead,
CHRISTCHURCH 8042.
03 358 4022 jillhewson@xtra.co.nz

78. Kapiti Aeromodellers Club Inc
Paul Buckrell
021 422 633 paul.buckrell@gmail.com

11. Dunedin M.A.C. (Inc)
Tim Apspinall
1 Bayfield Rd, Andersons Bay
DUNEDIN 9013
027 278 1169 kiwikanfli@xtra.co.nz

20. Kerikeri Model Aero Club
Mike King
80 Riverview Road
KERIKERI 0230
09 407 8959 mike_rosie@xtra.co.nz

12. Egmont Modellers Club
John Spence
14D Saxton Road
Upper Vogeltown
NEW PLYMOUTH 4310
06 753 9241 spencejs10@gmail.com

21. Levin Model Aeroplane Club (Inc)
Ivan Huntley
06 210 2910
levinmodelclub@gmail.com
www.sporty.co.nz/Levinmodelplanes/
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22. Marlborough Associated Modellers Inc
Carl McMillan
16 Avening Close
BLENHEIM 7201
03 578 0716
carlmcmillan@ihug.co.nz

67. Northern Helicopter Modellers Club
Ray McIntosh
PO Box 87
Albany Village
AUCKLAND 0755
021 606 659
nhmcinfo1985@gmail.com
98. Northern Miniature Aerobatics Club
Tony Chadderton-Smith
154 Kohimarama Road, Kohimarama
AUCKLAND
021 027 3379
tony@titanenergy.co.nz
27. Oamaru Power Model Aero Club (Inc)
Alexander Houston
248 Airedale Road
OAMARU 9492
027 327 4499
alexander.w.houston@gmail.com27

80. Rural Flying Corps
Doug Palmer
314 Racecourse Road
AMBERLEY 7482
027 213 9071 or 03 314 8988
84. SAM 1928
Martin Evans
1166A East Coast Road
RD 4 ALBANY 0794
Ph 09 473 4158
Martin.evans@ihug.co.nz
62. South Canterbury M.A.C. (Inc)
c/-Graeme Dellow
33 Harper Street, Parkside
TIMARU
027 684 5832
gndellow@xtra.co.nz
39. South Otago M.A.C. (Inc)
Mrs Rose Langley
3 Cossens Street
BALCLUTHA 9230
03 418 4431
graham.rose@langley.co.nz

Model Flying World

94. Southern Lakes Model Fliers Club
Mike Barker
662 Ballantyne Road RD 2
WANAKA 9382
03 443 2800 or 020 402 01897
mike.f.barker@gmail.com
68. Warkworth Aviation Club Inc
Tony Lloyd
11 Guy Road, RD 1
WARKWORTH
021 725 876
somerset11@outlook.com

50. Thames Blackfeet M.A.C.
Ian Palmer
42A/441 Whangaparaoa Road
Stanmore Bay
AUCKLAND 0932
09 428 6994
blackfeetflyers@hotmail.co.nz
88. Tuakau Model Aero Club (Inc)
David Squires
17A Shannon Grove
PUKEKOHE 2120
Ph 09 238 5033
dbsq17@gmail.com

41. Tamaki M.A.C.(Inc)
Stuart Goodare
PO Box 128513, Remuera
AUCKLAND
021 799 213
stu.goodare@gmail.com

93. Waimak Radio Flyers
Barry Lennox,
52 Siena Place,
KAIAPOI RD 2 7692
(03) 310 6628

43. Taupo Model Fliers Inc
Alex Brodie
31A Korimako Road
TAUPO 2730
ana_brodie@xtra.co.nz

52. Waimate MAC
Greg Clarkson
21 Rhodes Street
Waimate 7924
027 836 0423
gtec1963@gmail.com

44. Tauranga M.A.C. (Inc)
Dave Marriott
41 Acornia Close
TAURANGA 3112
07 544 4187 or 021 909 407
taurangamodelfly@gmail.com
www.taurangamodelfly.nz

53. Wairarapa M.A.C.
Ian Henderson
84 Upper Plain Road
Masterton 5810
06 370 4693
henderson.ihug@gmail.com

76. The Whangarei Blue Goose Flying
Group
Ken Green
09 435 0989
greensacres@xtra.co.nz

56. Wellington M.A.C. (Inc)
Phil Bolton
176B Katherine Mansfield Drive
RD 1, Upper Hutt 5371
04 527 3299
secretary@wmac.org.nz

60.Whangarei M.A.C. (Inc)
Graham Main
P O Box 55
MAUNGATAPERE 0152
09 434 7333
gramain@xtra.co.nz

57. Wellington Radio Flyers (Inc)
Mike Brider
113 John Sims Drive, Johnsonville
WELLINGTON 6037
04 478 9365

61. Wigram Model Aero Club
Allan Woodley
147 Halswell Road
CHRISTCHURCH 8024
03 338 0462

7. West Coast Radio Flyers (SI)
John Browning
29 Kilgour Road
GREYMOUTH 7805
03 768 4962
jdbrowning@xtra.co.nz
70. Western Bay Model Flyers Inc
John Laker
21 Riverside Place
KATIKATI 3121
07 549 0043
john.laker.clear@gmail.com

55. Wanganui Aero Modellers Club (Inc)
Brent Holt
87C Putiki Drive
Putiki
WANGANUI 4500
027 220 3846
brent.holt@xtra.co.nz

58. Western Districts M.A.C.
Keith Ryman
87 Colwill Road, Massey East
AUCKLAND 0614
09 832 4676
keithryman@outlook.com
59. Whakatane Model Aircraft Club
Phillip Davies
33 Ohiwi Parade
Ohope Beach
WHAKATANE 3121
021 305 223
daviespj00@yahoo.com

CLASSIFIEDS
For Sale

For Sale

1. CHRYSALIS 2-METRE
CONTEST GLIDER KITSET
imported from D J Aerotech,
Ohio, USA. Has machined and
laser-cut parts for “fast and easy”
construction. Check it out at
https://www.djaerotech.com/2mchrysalis-kits/2m-chrysalissailplane/
$90 or oﬀer. Can be posted.

4. SPIRIT '100' GLIDER, 100inch wingspan. Fitted with ailerons
and ﬂaps if you want to use them.
Currently ﬂies well with just
rudder and elevator controls.
Battery included, just add your
receiver. Only $80. Pickup
required.

2. AERONCA SEDAN
KITSET by Mercury Models,
U.K. 65” wingspan. Free to a
genuinely keen builder. Can be
posted.
3. “MYSTIQUE” 2-METRE
GLIDER. Built from a USA
kitset. This is a full-house model
with ailerons and ﬂaps. It has four
micro servos in the wings and two
JR standard servos in the fuselage.
Worth the price for the six servos
and battery alone. Just add your
receiver. Original plans included.
$120. Pickup preferred.

March 2021

NDC

Merv Matthews
357 2858
email: merv6817@gmail.com

Wanted
F U TA B A 9C Transmitter,
working for not. 72 MHz module
and CAMpac for 9C
Bernard Scott
scott.scott@xtra.co.nz

why

not give
it a go this
year
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NORTHLAND

AUCKLAND
SLIPSTREAM MODEL
RESTORATION WORKSHOP

R/C Aircraft Specialists
PO BOX 218 WHANGAREI
Tel: 027 294 6918 or Fax 09 434 7402
Email atomichobbysupplies@xtra.co.nz
Mercury adhesives, Balsawood, APC Atomic
Fastenings, Tru-Turn, Hayes, Tettra MK, OS
Engines, YS Engines, HatoriAir Wild, TME,
Futaba, EZ, Krill Aircraft & more!
Importers and Distributors of quality Hobby Products

AUCKLAND

200 Robertson Rd, Mangere 2024
AUCKLAND Bus/AH 09 275 5842
Specialists in plans from all top designs from
around the globe plus others less known
Plans & accessories catalogue - $41.50 inc postage
MVVS Engines, spares & accessories.
Robart retracts including full spares, Zenoah

Workshop Facilities:
Model building to any stage, plus repairs
Fibreglass moulding - fuselage-cowls-spats,
Canopy pressing, Latex moulding,
Metal laser cutting, Foam cutting & shaping

Plus full engine repairs & overhauls,
Radio & Accessories repairs

At RC hobbies, we sell a range of
helicopters, planes, parts, fuel
and accessories.
We are the New Zealand dealer for RJX
and are well stocked with Thunder Tiger,
E Sky, E-flite and more.
We are continually growing our range
and looking for new and exciting products,
so keep checking our website regulary.
We sell premix nitro fuel and ship
nationwide with no extra dangerous
goods charges. We will
also blend to whatever mix you need.

slipstream.models.workshop@gmail.com

HAMILTON
Frazer@pbgrc.co.nz
www.PBGRC.co.nz

HELP US HEAL

SHOP
LOCAL

Website: www.rchobbies.co.nz
EmaiI: sales@rchobbies.co.nz

New Zealand Sales Agent for
Japan Remote Control JR PROPO Systems
www.airsailmodels.co.nz

299 Native Road Pukekawa 2696
Auckland
Ph: 09 233 4014
theteam@airsail.co.nz

Suppliers of all Airsail products
Dubro, Sullivan, Futaba, Spektrum, K&S products,
Cool Power, Solarfilm, Oracover, APC & Garvon
props and many more.

NELSON
HOBBY CENTRAL
Top of the South Model Centre
13b McGlashen Ave, Richmond,
Nelson, NZ Tel/Fax 03 544 9111
Stockists of: Hitec, Futaba, JR Radios,
R/C, SC, OS, Super Tigre Engines,
GWS Systems & indoor equipment,
electric flight products & kits and
accessories from around the world

WATTS up hobbies

office@richmondvts.co.nz

Electric Flight Specialists

CHRISTCHURCH
HENDERSON
RACING

A huge range of
RC products on line

Scorpion - Parkzone - Dubro - Hitec
Solarfilm - Spectrum - MPJET - APC
Aeronaut - Tamiya - Align
Top Models - Multiplex - Depron
Contact John for any enquiries

09 233 4014
sales@wattsup.co.nz
www.wattsup.co.nz
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82 Rose Street
CHRISTCHURCH
027 228 5466
bigtrev@xtra.co.nz
Suppliers to the racing fraternity

Rossi, Nelson, O.P.S. Phelan Rossi,
Sherlock Propellers,
Murphy Mustang, JR
Model Flying World

